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MARINERS DEMAND CHANGE
Incompetent Regional Exam Centers
Our masters, mates, pilots, deckineers,
engineers, tankermen, and cooks are fed up
with being abused and treated like secondclass citizens by the Coast Guard’s
incompetent “ship of fools” manning the
Coast Guard’s 17 Regional Exam Centers.
This is the theme of newly released
GCMA Report #R-428-D posted on our
website and widely distributed to Congress
in early February.
Many of our mariners have been hurt
by the poor service doled out at many of
the Coast Guard’s 17 RECs. These RECs
do not seem to comprehend or care that
they are a major reason why there are too
few merchant mariners to man the nation’s
tugs, towboats, oilfield vessels etc. up to
1,600 tons in domestic service. These
RECs continually restrict, obstruct, and
mismanage our mariners as they try to
advance or just renew their credentials.
The RECs are crippling the industry. The
problems with the entire merchant marine
personnel system is only the tip of the
iceberg. They run far deeper and, in our
view, are impossible for the Coast Guard
to reverse using the same “cast of
characters,” time-worn techniques, and
even impressive new promises made about
modernizing the system. All of us have
been there before. It finally came time to
tell Congress that “Enough is enough!”
Only One of Many Problems
Addressed by GCMA
GCMA previously informed both the
Coast Guard and then Congress that
many mariners risk their lives and health
by working stressful 84-hour workweeks in hazardous occupations aboard
tugs, towboats and barges. Even these
long workweeks are further abused by
management. For example, 1,353 towing
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vessels in a national fleet of 5,200 vessels
sank, flooded, and capsized and another
494 burned in a 12-year period before
Congress finally ordered the Coast Guard
to inspect them in 2004. We want to find
out what is behind these shocking
statistics, and we don’t need the American
Waterways Operators to offer to interpret
and possibly distort these statistics for the
Coast Guard. We seek a fair and impartial
investigation. So far, the Coast Guard
hasn’t lifted a finger other than to provide
us with these raw statistics.
Mariner Retention
Only a fool would enter an industry
with such harassment prevalent and where
the annual fatality rate is far above the
national average.(1) Moreover, the Coast
Guard doesn’t even require safety or
vocational training for mariners assigned to
work in an engineroom. [(1)GCMA Report
# R-35, Rev.1, Oct. 24, 2006. How Safe Is
The Towing Industry?]
We brought the problem of mariner
retention to the attention of MERPAC last
Spring in Washington. When it made
unsatisfactory headway there, we turned
Task Statement #55 prepared by GCMA
Directors Glenn Pigott and Richard A.
Block into GCMA Report #R-428,
Revision 1 and forwarded it to Congress
last October 23rd. GCMA is concerned
about properly training entry- level
mariners as deckhands, deckineers, and
unlicensed engineers so they will be useful
additions to the crews on our vessels – not
just “live bodies” that can be worked 18hour days and discarded like used tires
when they no longer rise to the occasion.
They should understand the equipment and
systems they work with on the vessel and
be able to make repairs, adjustments and
perform maintenance so the officer on
watch does not have to risk leaving his
post in the pilothouse to do so in addition
to performing his own duties.

This thinking does not fit the thinking of many in management
who want to keep their crews barefoot, busy and ignorant.
GCMA seeks meaningful safety and vocational training that
will allow our mariners to grow in this industry and adapt to
other basic trades to support their families when necessary during
seasonal slowdowns and economic downturns.
Labor Law and Safety Regulations
Management pressures exerted over the past decade
ensured that normal labor-law and OSHA-type health and
safety protections enjoy a permanent vacation.
Any
semblance of occupational safety and health enforcement
vanishes as our mariners’ boats move away from the dock.
Man Overboard
In spite of repeated falls overboard, there is not even one
regulatory requirement to mount a single safety appliance to
retrieve the unfortunate mariner who falls overboard from
over 17,000 dry cargo barges. There is little government
safety oversight because mariners work in an industry that
regulators allow to operate quietly, out of sight, out of the
public spotlight, generating as few headlines as possible.
Your Identity as a Lower-Level Mariner
As our mariners sit in at federal advisory committees,
these committees represent three groups: 1) Government 2)
Management, and 3) Labor. These committees also have
representation from the “Genera Public.” Some of those
representatives have had tremendous insight into the problems
our mariners face. For example, Ms. Dorenda Canty, who
represents the General Public on MERPAC, the first female
graduate of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy comes to
mind as a person who understands our “lower-level” issues
UNITED MARINER “REPORTS FROM
MARINERS” ON REGIONAL EXAM CENTERS
By Captain Joseph Dady
[Source: “United Mariner” is our affiliate in New York.
Captain Joseph Dady, a GCMA Director, veteran tugboat
Captain, First Class Pilot, and Member of TSAC has assisted
mariners in the New York area with REC issues for a number of
years. We add his report with our comments to GCMA Report
#R-428-D as “ADDENDUM A” on matters that mariners
brought to his attention.]
This is our record of some of the suffering mariners reported
to me at the “United Mariner” website. It reflects the
deterioration of credentialing services at many of the Coast
Guard’s 17 Regional Examination Centers. I would like to point
out that many credentialing problems go un-reported because the
Coast Guard makes it so difficult to reach the RECs and to check
on the status of the licenses and merchant mariner documents
they process for renewal or upgrade. The fear of reprisal by the
authorities is reflected in some of the statements. In fact, we
received a great many verbal complaints from mariners who
would not give us a written statement for exactly this reason.
United Mariner made inquiries and did as much as possible to
help each of these mariners. Here are their stories edited and
summarized from their letters and e-mails. I asked that GCMA to
publish this report in Newsletter #46 and include it in an

quite well. She stands up for our lower-level mariners at
MERPAC meetings. So did Ms. Marina Secchitano who
represented the Inland Boatmans Union (IBU) from San
Francisco at TSAC for many years. However, without mariner
support, these are “Voices in the Wilderness” in Washington.
However, if you are a mariner, whether you are a union
member or not, your issues are “labor” issues. All this nautical
terminology aside, you are also a transport worker. Join over
five million other transport workers worldwide from truck
drivers, to railroad crewmen, to airplane pilots. Long hours,
broken schedules, “deadhead” travel to and from the job. You
are NOT ALONE unless you want to play the Lone Ranger.
There is strength in unity of purpose. You share many of their
problems and share many of the same issues.
Captain Roland Rodney represents your position on
NOSAC on “offshore” issues. Captain Joe Dady represents
you on TSAC on “towing” issues. Chief Engineer Glenn
Pigott represents you on MERPAC for “engineer” and
“training” issues. These are hollow titles unless YOU speak
with them, tell them YOUR problems and see if the
committee they work with can deal with these problems.
These Federal advisory committees usually meet in the Spring
and the Fall and require mariner representatives to prepare
their positions in advance. Of the three committees, only
MERPAC pays its members’ plane fare. It is no wonder that
only the company “suits” show up at TSAC and NOSAC
meetings! Since only the government picks up the tab for
MERPAC, the cost of travel comes out of your
representatives’ pocket. With more members and their dues
and support, perhaps GCMA will be able to help carry this
burden for our Directors to attend these meetings and to visit
Congress l when the Coast Guard ignores our mariners.
Things won’t happen until our mariners make them happen!
Addendum to GCMA Report #R-428-D. We expect to see
further Addenda as this story unfolds.
Mariner #40
Crew Dispatcher’s Letter on Behalf of Mariner #40
My name is ¢ and I am the Crew Dispatcher for XYZ
Corporation. We are a tug and barge line operating on the Great
Lakes, St. Lawrence Seaway, Illinois, Lower Mississippi, and
Ohio Rivers, and a small operation in the Gulf of Mexico,
transporting black oil and cement.
In the past few years I have suffered more headaches
dealing with the Regional Exam Centers in Toledo, OH and
Memphis, TN. The problems range from delays and lost files
to a magical changing of the rules and regulations overnight,
or from one evaluator to another. Although I personally did
not suffer any financial loss because of these problems, it
makes my job ten-times more difficult trying to satisfy the
RECs and, at the same time, to crew my vessels.
One example I can point out just came up today with an Able
Seaman/Wheelsman aboard the S/S -----, a bulk cement carrier
that we manage.
(Mariner #40) submitted his merchant mariner document
(MMD) for renewal and upgrade from Able Seaman (special)
to Able Seaman (unlimited) toward the end of January this
year. His application package was perfect, and he did
everything they asked him to do. The “fit-out” date for his
vessel came and went on April 15th, and although he had
fulfilled all of his obligations to the REC to upgrade his MMD
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and they had no problem with his file, they still had not
issued his MMD three months later.
I received a call from Mariner #40 this morning. The REC
finally notified him that his card was printed and was ready.
He was told to come in person to the REC and pick it up. Upon
arriving and being presented with his MMD, he noticed that, after
all this time, they had not given him the unlimited rating he
applied and had been approved for. Thankfully, after a quite a bit
of searching, he found an evaluator willing to reprint his MMD
the same day and not “next week sometime.”
Not only was this man out of work for almost 45 days,
but if he had walked out of the REC without checking his
document, he would have been cheated out of the rating he
deserved and applied for in the first place.
This is just one recent example. We have had many
problems with these RECs. If this is of any interest to you
please do not hesitate to contact me. I would love to provide
whatever help I can.
Regards, XYZ Crew Dispatcher
Ancient Mariner Comment: It appears that the Coast Guard
believes (without actually admitting anything) that this type of
abuse will be eliminated when they centralize the licensing and
documentation system.. But, if you look closely, you can see that
this was the simplest of transaction. No special or professional
knowledge was required. Unfortunately, as it now stands,
Mariner #40 had no recourse but to accept this abuse including
delays and loss of pay from the Coast Guard.
Does anyone really believe that centralizing this
credentialing activity in West Virginia will deter these abuses?
Mariners certainly do not!
Many mariners have good reason to believe based on past
performance that incompetent actions in local RECs will be
converted into incompetent actions in the NMC in West
Virginia. The Coast Guard must establish reasonable means
to insure that this does not happen. However, when it does
occur, they must discipline those responsible and mitigate
their slovenliness. Good luck.
Mariner #41
Hello Mr. Dady,
My name is ¢ and I work for ABC.
I just read the e-mail about the Manhattan Regional Exam
Center and have a question you may be able to help me with.
On April 26 2004, I took all the proper paperwork to the
REC to apply for an Able Seaman endorsement. Today is
July 1 and still I have heard or seen nothing. I have called and
wrote e-mails to just about everyone at the REC including the
Commanding Officer Gerecke. Not a single person could tell
me anything about my endorsement.
Last month, I was at work and a certified letter from the Coast
Guard did come to my house, but no one was there to sign for it.
Consequently, it was returned to the Coast Guard. Once again, I
called but nobody knew anything about the letter.
I have pretty much given up. Do you know anyone that
can help find out what is happening? My MMD expires on
July 31, 2006. It has taken them 15 months! To this point I
have had no explanation, so I am starting to get worried. I
have two kids and cannot afford to be out of work because of
these incompetent morons at the Regional Exam Center.
Sincerely,

Mariner #41
Ancient Mariner Comment: Monolithic bureaucrats
cannot respond otherwise. Although I can see several legitimate
reasons for part off the disconnect between the mariner and the
REC, the Unit Commander over the REC needs to correct the
problem of why Mariner #41 could not determine the status of his
case and why the REC responded so slowly.
I can only suggest that since the Department of Homeland
Security does not appear to hold the Coast Guard accountable,
the matter cannot be remedied while they control the process.
Remove credentialing entirely from their sphere of influence
and assign it to another agency in another department with a
different outlook on the need to facilitate the process.
Mariner #42
United Mariner Assists Mariner #42
On July 23, 2004, Mariner #42 went to the New York
Regional Exam Center where Miss Murray assisted him. At one
point Miss Murray told him, "This person will finger print you
while I copy these documents.” Those documents were his
driver’s license, social security card, and birth certificate. Miss
Murray assured him that all his paperwork was in order, and that
he would hear from the Coast Guard within six to eight weeks.
Seven weeks later, during the week of September 6, he
called the Coast Guard and was told his paperwork was fine
and was being processed.
On September 20 2004, (nine weeks later), he called the
Coast Guard and spoke to Miss Murray. Miss Murray said
copies of his identification were missing. At Miss Murray's
request United Mariner immediately faxed copies of Mariner
#42’s driver's license, social security card, and birth
certificate. Mariner #42 was told he would hear from the REC
NY within two weeks.
This is where we stand, still waiting. My question is, why
wasn't Mariner #42 notified that this documentation was
missing? I can understand the Coast Guard losing his
paperwork as this is a common occurrence. However, when
were they planning to do anything to correct the problem?
Ancient Mariner Comment:
Mariner abuses will
continue as long as mariners alone must pay the only penalties
resulting from the abuse including the inability to advance in
grade or keep their documents current. Employers are also
impacted when this takes place and had better speak out about
it before it decimates the industry’s pool of lower-level
mariners. Centralizing the credentialing process in West
Virginia with a whole new cast of Coast Guard characters
using arcane “check-off” lists completed by inexperienced
clerical personnel in the setting of an expensive new federal
facility will only further exacerbate the merchant marine’s
personnel problem.
Mariner #43
Telephone Tag is the Game this REC Plays
My name is ¢¢ and I hold a 100 ton Master Near Coastal
Steam or Motor Vessel license. I use my license to run
charter boats and a research vessel.
When I started the license renewal process, I was surprised
to find out that I no longer could take my renewal papers to
the Battery and walk out the same day with my license as I
had done in the past. I was told by the REC in New York it
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would take six to eight weeks to process my renewal. My
license expired at the end of April 2004. I was not too
concerned at the time because I was not planning on using it
until July 2004, because I was going to be busy with my fulltime job and on vacation.
I submitted my renewal seven weeks ago and recently
became alarmed when I was talking with other captains and
learned that it had taken them 12-14 weeks for their renewal.
It took me five days of telephone calls to talk to reach a
person on the line. The telephone number they listed for New
York REC either rings endlessly or is busy. I called New
York Activities and Operations and they gave me five
different numbers to try. All turned out to be dead ends! I
then called the Baltimore REC and they gave me another dead
end number. I immediately called Baltimore back and
explained my situation. Fortunately, the person answering the
telephone took my information and sent an e-mail to New
York REC asking them to contact me. Finally, New York
REC contacted me and provided me with another, different
telephone number. After several attempts, I was able to talk
to someone at New York REC.
REC New York told me that they had not looked at my
renewal and it would be several more weeks before they
would. If I do not have my license by July 1, 2004, then I will
more than likely lose my part-time job and the income I derive
from it. In addition, the people you talk to are neither friendly
nor helpful. They are probably overwhelmed with telephone
calls and paperwork. – but that should not be my problem.
I will keep you posted on my license renewal and would
be interested in any additional information you might have.
Thank you.
Ancient Mariner Comment. Wow – What a revelation!
The inability to reach a live person, in today's
communication intensive world is curious and easily remedied
if the Coast Guard really tried to fix it. It’s as if the Coast
Guard does not understand that concerned mariners are trying
to reach them by phone to take care of important business that
affects their lives and careers!
Mariner #44
Misses Promotion and Pay Raise
Dear Capt. Dady,
I waited in excess of three months for an evaluator to clear
me to take my Second Mate/1600-ton Masters license. In my
repeated calls to find what the delay was, I was given the run
around. Finally, when I was fed up with the process, I asked
to speak to the Supervisor who had no knowledge of my file
or status.
Another month passed until I finally received approval to
sit for the exam. When I called after my tour of duty, the REC
clerk that handled my file said that she called me and left a
message, but I do not believe she ever did so.
A total of five to six months elapsed from the time that I
submitted my application to the time that I received my
upgrade. During that time I missed a possible promotion and
raise in pay.
Kindest regards,
Captain ¢
Ancient Mariner Comment: Not being able to perform a
reasonable evaluation in a timely manner and not answering

the telephone – how much more basic can these problems get?
Why must the mariners always pay for the Coast Guard's
mistakes in the form of lost employment, lost pay raises or
loss of advancement? Why should they even have to pay
“user fees” for such atrocious service?
Mariner #45
Coast Guard “Nonsense” Also Affects Employers,
Dear Captain Dady,
My name is Jay, and I am a dispatcher and vessel
personnel manager with a tug company here in New York
Harbor. I visited your website, and I liked what I saw. I also
can relate to everything since I do hold a license myself, and
must begin the renewal process this summer.
In my short time with this company, I have had to send three
experienced wheelhouse men home because of license problems.
One man was home for 6 weeks, while another I had to send
back luckily got everything taken care of just days before his
license expired. The third man has gotten the run around with his
STCW, and I had to send him home yesterday due to license
problems. In this case, he did everything he was supposed to do,
but I truly believe the REC lost his paperwork.
The whole license process is in shambles. You go to
Boston and they tell you one thing. Then you call Baltimore
and they tell you something completely different, and so on
through out the country. It seems that each REC interprets the
regulations and NVICs in its own way, and are there is no
effective uniform standards applied nationally.
As mariners, we do what we have to do to keep our
documentation current since our livelihood depends on it. The
Coast Guard put many good men out of work because of this
flawed process.
Not only do these problems affect the individual mariner,
they impact the company he works for. We have to scramble
to cover a position. If we are unable to do so, we have to tie
up a boat!
If you have any information that I can pass on to my
company, and specifically to my crews, it would be greatly
appreciated. It would be great to see guys from (ILA Local)
333, local 25, and the non-union mariners unify to put an end
to this Coast Guard nonsense.
Ancient Mariner Comments: Real problems demand real
solutions. The Coast Guard continues to demonstrate that they do
not know how to fix the problem. Many of us know that these
amateurs do not even know how to identify the problem.
Mariner #46
REC Refuses to Correct Previous Licensing Errors
Mariner #46 applied for license renewal in July. On
November 12, 2004, he received notice from REC New
York’s Lieutenant Commander Gerecke would not accept his
random drug-testing document and the sea service letter from
his company and they required him to take a stress test. His
license expired in February.
On a previous issue of his license in REC Miami, they
mistakenly removed Mariner #46’s towing endorsement from
his license. He showed this mistake to REC New York and
provided them with copies of his past license history.
Nevertheless, REC New York refused to correct the mistake
and degraded the mariner’s license.
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Mariner #46 is an owner operator. The delay with his
license and the mistake REC Miami made left him without
his coastwise towing endorsement. This continues to cost him
thousands of dollars annually in lost coastal towing contracts.
Ancient Mariners Comments: Sympathy seems to be all
I can offer to Mariner #46. The Coast Guard’s unwillingness
to solve abuses of mariners has become epidemic and shows
signs of intensifying.
Mariner #47
“Medical Malpractice” at the REC
I just read your article in Workboat magazine. I am glad
someone has the intelligence and ambition to do something about
this disgrace. I was out of work for four months! My
dependent mother was in hospital with brain damage. My
otherwise good credit record was damaged. In addition, my
company's insurer decided it was an excellent time to refuse
payment to my doctors.
I had a double whammy. I just had a heart attack in May
2003, and my renewal was due in July 2003. I will never buy the
“security” scenario they played for me. I have been in the
wheelhouse for over 28 years. These people must have reams of
documentation on me. I know of at least one Captain who is still
sailing, despite his five drunken driving convictions and loss of
driver's license. Another working Captain was convicted of
smuggling drugs. How many more are out there? The
company's disability insurer refuses to pay because a doctor gave
me a "fit for duty" slip.
The Coast Guard’s Medical Review Board in Washington
DC, blames the delay on the Baltimore REC. It seems that the
Baltimore REC license examiner, Chief John K. Cassidy, has
taken it upon himself to make medical evaluations (please
read the Letter to the Editor, in the same issue as your letter,
by Captain Ronald Roman). I was a participant at the
mentioned seminar.
I personally remember Chief Cassidy stating that he knew
about "these medical conditions" because his brother is a doctor;
but he did not bother to explain whether his own stated medical
proficiency was gained through osmosis or by heredity!
However, he continued to state that he had been an avid jogger,
and had no sympathy for diabetics, or, anyone with a weight
problem, since all they had to do was exercise. I want to know
how in the hell can the Coast Guard permit this ass to arbitrarily
delay a license renewal because of his personal bias. Why even
have a review board of competent doctors, if one must first deal
with Chief Cassidy’s vast medical experience? Rest assured that
Chief Cassidy is not concerned that a mariner has dedicated his
life to learning his chosen craft and in most cases is now too old
to think of a career change. Never mind that the mariner's credit
record is ruined. Do not consider that the mariner's life and that
of his dependents is at risk. In my case, I was even unable to
renew lifesaving prescriptions.
Perhaps I should apologize to Cassidy that I did enough
jogging in both the U.S. Marine Corps and the U.S. Army. The
Medical Review Board approved my waiver on the very same
day that the records were received from Baltimore. I guess that
those ill-trained doctors do just not appreciate Chief Cassidy’s
medical expertise!
You can count on whatever support that I can offer. Please
explain further and I will get several other guys to sign up. I
know of at least six other guys who fit your criteria.
Thanks for your efforts,

Mariner #47
Ancient Mariners Comments: I think the Coast Guard
wants all mariners to be under 40 and in perfect health. These
views do not reflect the “real world” we face every day. Many of
us also believe the Coast Guard changed their standards to require
this – and all without any authorization from Congress.
Mariner #48
Here is my story. I work as an engineer with Express Marine,
Inc. I submitted all of the correct paperwork to renew my
Unlimited Able Seaman document to the Coast Guard REC in
Baltimore in December 2002.
I did not receive my document until June 2003, less than 5
days before it was set to expire. I am currently trying to obtain a
Designated Duty Engineer 4,000 horsepower license. The Coast
Guard Regional Exam Center in Charleston has had my license
application since June 10, 2004. I was informed last week that my
application had not been reviewed yet and would not be reviewed
until the middle of October.
My biggest problem this treatment by both of these RECs is
that the Coast Guard cashed my check within a week of receiving
it. I see where their priorities lie. While they diddle around, I
lost one job promotion last month without this license and will
probably lose another one sometime in the next two months.
I hope this helps to document the problems with the current
system.
Thank you for your time,
Mariner #48
Mariner #49
Mariner #49 started his license renewal in January and was
out of work for several months. He used money set aside in his
daughter’s college fund to get by on. His file was misplaced but
finally was located in the mailroom after being there for ten days.
Consequently, he lost several weeks’ pay.
Mariner #50
REC New York delayed his renewal for reasons they never
made known to him. The REC apparently lost his file. REC
gave no notice after rejecting the paperwork he reconstructed to
the best of his ability.
Mariner #50 could not reach anyone by phone and his letters
went un-answered. After losing months of employment, he
finally received his license.
Mariner #51
Mariner #51 may still be out of work due to months of delay
at REC. He contacted United Mariner to ask us if there was
anything that we could do to stop the abuses at REC New York.
Mariner #52
Mariner #52 started renewing his license in March. He was
told that his package would be reviewed and “should be ready in
about three or four weeks.” As his license’s expiration date
approached, he contacted REC New York only to be told it
would be another two months and that he should take a vacation.
He lost wages because of the REC failure to process his license in
a timely manner.
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Mariner #53
Mariner #53 lost his job at K-Sea Marine because his
5

MMD expired although he started his renewal months in
advance.
Mariner #54
Mariner #54 lost several months of employment because
REC New York’s delay and their loss of all his license history of
over thirty years of service as a merchant mariner.
Mariner #55
Mariner #55 contacted us on behalf of a group of employees
at the Staten Island Ferry. They reported that they had
problems with REC New York but did not want us to make
their names public as some are in processing renewals and
upgrades. They do not wish to have their files misplaced or lost
which seems to be a common response to inquiries into delays
at the Regional Exam Center. They firmly believe that if you
inquire about the status of your application, your file will be
misplaced or lost. Although the complaint is common, it is not
necessarily the view of United Mariner.
Mariner #56
I am currently experiencing difficulties renewing my
license. Mariners from Puerto Rico have experienced
problems ever since various licensing scandals occurred at the
Marine Safety Office in San Juan involving Coast Guard
license evaluators and fraudulent signatures on documents.
While Miami MSO is our licensing office; however, it
seems that every time I call the MSO office, the evaluators
appeared to be annoyed with my questions. One evaluator
even asked me not to call their office anymore.
I am seeking advice on how to deal with disrespectful treatment
GCMA ASSAILS COAST GUARD ON
MERCHANT MARINER PERSONNEL ISSUES
We Bring Bad News to the Commandant
February 4, 2007
Dear Admiral Allen,
I just finished reading the DHS Inspector General’s Report
#OIG-07-23 on the acquisition of the new national security
cutters. I regret to be the bearer of additional bad tidings from
a completely different direction at a time when I am certain
you have other very pressing concerns.
However, as a Louisiana resident and witness to the
commendable personal service you and the Coast Guard
rendered to the people of our state in the aftermath of
(Hurricanes Katrina and Rita), I am certain you will be able to
resolve the problems I am obliged to bring to your attention
for resolution for the benefit of all concerned.
Our Association speaks for “lower-level” mariners who
work on commercial vessels of less than 1,600 gross tons.
Our mariners have become conditioned over the years to
being ignored by the Coast Guard at all levels – from the
Regional Exam Centers which every credentialed mariner
must pass through to the Assistant Commandant for Marine
Safety, Security, and Environmental Protection – and every
level in between.
As you look at OIG-07-23, I believe you can see at least one
Admiral who failed to offer the leadership necessary, accept good
advice from knowledgeable colleagues, and take the decisive
steps necessary to protect the service from the criticism it now
faces from Congress and the American people.

and discrimination from the MSO Miami license evaluators.
In addition, and independent from the way I feel about
MSO Miami, I need my license back in order to earn a living.
Please let me know of any other complaints regarding the
Miami MSO so I can include them in my report to the current
officer in charge of the REC.
Thanks,
Mariner #56
Mariner #57
Mariner #57 lost months of work because of delays at
REC New York. He was reluctant to make a written
statement for fear of reprisal by the Coast Guard. His story
was the same and involved lost files, delays, lack of
communication and lost wages without any accountability
from REC New York.
Ancient Mariners Comments on Mariners #48 - #57
My heart goes out to every mariner each time he or she
must deal with an REC. The Coast Guard believes that
centralizing all licensing activity in West Virginia will cure
these abuses. There is no doubt that centralization will only
make it worse.
— Failure to answer the phone.
— Extraordinary time delays.
—Unfair and abusive treatment.
Under continued Coast Guard control, all these abuses will
continue. It does not seem possible for the Coast Guard to
remedy these problems because of their "enforcement only"
posture against merchant mariners
Unfortunately, over the years, I have also seen Coast
Guard Admirals who did not perform well. Of course, the
system rotates them so quickly, generously bestowing its
honors, pensions, awards, and retirements so quickly that it is
hard to pinpoint accountability for anything. Unfortunately,
rapid rotation in the military may be the source of instability
in a civilian organization.
For our mariners, the music has stopped playing and some
participants in the Coast Guard’s game of musical chairs
cannot find their seats. I say this as an “observer” and as a
senior citizen who is now older than any of your Admirals. I
do not say this lightly.
I have several rather detailed issues I would like to bring to
your attention. The first is a letter I wrote to RADM Craig
Bone on October 20, 2006. Over 100 days has passed and I
would appreciate if the Admiral would answer my letter in
writing and in detail so I may inform our mariners.
The second and most important issue concerns the
operation of the Regional Exam Centers and the National
Maritime Center. Although I certainly like and respect
Captain Ernie Fink, the situation in respect to merchant
mariner licensing is now completely out of hand in spite of his
best efforts. We are not certain that Congress is aware how
serious the problems are with the disaffection of our lowerlevel mariners or even how important our mariners are to our
economy. Consequently, our Association explained the
situation and recommended to Congress that merchant
mariner licensing be taken away from the Coast Guard
and returned to civilian control within the Department of
Transportation. Our reasons are stated clearly in GCMA
Report #R-428-D. I wanted to bring this report to your attention
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without delay so you wouldn’t hear about it “second hand.”
The third issue concerns entry-level mariners and is before
MERPAC as Task Statement #55. Our concerns were deep
enough on this issue to also move it beyond MERPAC when it
bogged down last Spring. We incorporated our suggestions
within GCMA Report #R-428 and forwarded it to Congress
last October.

The fourth issue concerns the operation of the Towing
Safety Advisory Committee as detailed in our longstanding
GCMA Report #R-417 since TSAC is a Congressionally
mandated advisory committee.
On behalf of our Board of Directors, I appreciate your
attention to these issues and attempts to resolve them.
s/Richard A. Block, Secretary GCMA

ADMIRAL BONE ANSWERS GCMA
QUESTIONS
ON MARINER TRAINING ISSUES

pre-steersman training program is listed on/about p. 172 of the
following document, posted on the NMC internet website:
http://www uscg.mil/hq/g-m/niarpers/examques/appcourses.pdf

On October 20, 2006 GCMA addressed a letter to RADM
Craig Bone, Assistant Commandant for Safety, Security, and
Environmental Protection asking him to clarify remarks made on
his behalf at the TSAC meeting in St. Louis. Our letter appeared
in GCMA Newsletter #44, Nov./Dec. 2006 on pages 5 & 6.
Admiral Bone responded on February 9, 2007. The text of
his reply follows:
Dear Mr. Block:
This letter is in response to your letter, dated October 20,
2006, in which you express various concerns, the primary of
which seems to be a perceived conflict between a portion of
my remarks to TSAC, delivered in my absence
by CAPT Thomas at the September
2006 meeting in St. Louis, and an
NMC
approved
pre-steersman
training program being given by
Northeast Maritime Institute for ACBL,
as reported in a Waterways Journal
article on October 9, 2006.
Referring to TSAC's work toward an
industry training program for mate
(pilot) of towing vessels, my remarks were:
"I am not interested in recommendations that
would in any way reduce existing towing vessel
licensing requirements in terms of experience and/or training."
The Northeast Maritime Institute pre-steersman training
program does not in any way reduce existing requirements.
The requirements for apprentice mate (steersman) are in
46 CFR §10.466. Column 3 of table 10.466-1 states that the
total time of service for this license is 18 months. 46 CFR
§10.304 allows for the substitution of approved training for
not more than two-thirds (2/3) of required service for a license
or qualified rating. This means that a maximum of 12 months
can be substituted with approved training for apprentice mate
(steersman), and a minimum of six months sea time must be
obtained for this license.
An applicant who successfully completes this program is
actually credited with the full 18 months of sea service
required for the apprentice mate (steersman) license; however,
only six months (approximately 1/3) of the required service is
attributable to the training program. The other 12 months
(approximately 2/3) is actual sea-time. Thus the Northeast
Maritime Institute pre-steersman training program, as
approved, does not in any way reduce existing towing vessel
licensing requirements in terms of experience and/or training.
The NMC approval for the Northeast Maritime Institute

Regarding the OMSA liftboat course/program, our
understanding is that OMSA voluntarily agreed to publicly
share the material (when it is fully developed). The TSACdeveloped course/program for mate (pilot) of towing vessels
(when complete) will be publicly available because TSAC is a
federal advisory committee, not a private entity. As such, all
TSAC work product is non-proprietary.
Your concerns with removing the 100-ton limitation for
the great many licensed mariners with 100-ton licenses
endorsed for towing is the subject of a petition for rulemaking
that you recently submitted under separate cover. Your
concerns are noted and we will address them in the response
to the petition for rulemaking.
Finally, we have previously noted that TSAC membership
is split approximately in half between AWO and
non-AWO affiliation. As you indicated by
your reference to Congress, the only
way to change the organizational
structure of TSAC is by statute.
If you have any further questions
regarding this matter, you may
contact me or Mr. Gerald Miante of my
staff at 202-372-1407.
Sincerely,
C. E. BONE
Rear Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard
Assistant Commandant for Prevention
GCMA Reply to RADM Bone
February 18, 2007
Dear Admiral Bone,
Thank you for your response of February 9, 2007 to our letter
of October 22, 2006 and the clarification it offered. I will get the
word out to our mariners. Let’s see if I have it correct:
Paragraphs 1 through 5.
The pre-steersman period is the 18 months before an entrylevel candidate is eligible to obtain his/her “learner’s permit”
to be eligible for formal pilothouse training. Basically, we are
training “entry-level” candidates in a formal training program
of some sort. Although I read the description of the Northeast
Maritime Course on page 176 of the reference you cited, I
have absolutely no idea what instructional material the course
contains since it is proprietary information. Nevertheless,
your course approval staff at the National Maritime Center
gave it their blessing. Whatever it is (and depending upon
reasonable Coast Guard course oversight), it should be more
effective and safer than putting a “green deckhand” on a
towing vessel as has been common practice for years.
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[GCMA Comment: The National Maritime Center
offers the following credit for the “Pre-Steersman
Training Program” offered by Northeast Maritime for
ACBL: “Any applicant who has successfully completed
your Pre-Steersman Training Program will receive 178
days of se service credit that may be used to qualify for a
license as Apprentice Mate (Steersman) Inland and/or
Western Rivers . Service acquired during the “at sea”
periods of this program may be used in addition to this sea
service award to qualify for Apprentice Mate (Steersman)
and license will be credited at 1.5:1. The at-sea service
should be documented with a normal service letter from
the vessel operator.”
In our letter of October 20th, we mentioned GCMA Report
#R-428, Report to Congress: The Forgotten Mariners –
Maritime Education & Training for Entry Level Deck &
Engine Personnel. We sent you a copy of that report as
[Enclosure #2] of our letter. Our concern expressed in this
report, that Chief Engineer Glenn Pigott introduced and was
later authorized as MERPAC Task Statement #55 (see pages
10 through 30) also deals with the problem of training lowerlevel, entry-level personnel. Task Statement #55 covers ALL
such personnel, not just personnel in the towing industry but
on OSVs, small passenger vessels and other inspected(1)
commercial vessels under 1,600 GRT. Task Statement #55
pays added attention to properly training engineroom
personnel who are largely ignored by the current Coast Guard
licensing. There is little in the way of commercial training
available for these mariners. I have worked with Mr. Pigott
for over 30 years and understand the importance of adequate
training to include the operation and maintenance of all
machinery and systems in a modern engineroom. This was
reinforced by my training in preventive maintenance in the
Army including overseeing a motor pool and an electrical
generating station. [(1)Includes towing vessels.]
The Chairman of MERPAC appeared to consider Task
Statement #55 as being significant. This is one of the first
strictly “lower-level” initiatives that MERPAC has addressed
in a number of years. When Task Statement #55 stalled in
MERPAC because Mr. Pigott was at sea and was unable to
attend the April meeting, GCMA took the work at its current
stage of completion, added our nine-page introduction and
sent it on a different route directly to Congress for
consideration. We did not believe this matter should lie
dormant for an entire year!
I want to point out that you have two Federal advisory
committees under your supervision looking into the same
problem of training lower-level, entry-level mariners. MERPAC
is doing the job publicly covering the first 18 months of entrylevel training. TSAC is approaching the task of training
Mates/Pilots for the next 12 months of their training on towing
vessels publicly as well. We think that is commendable.
ACBL has chosen to do “their own entry-level thing”
privately with training material that is proprietary in nature.
Although it is “acceptable” to the Coast Guard, members of
the public just don’t know what it encompasses because it is
“proprietary” in nature. Perhaps MERPACs Task Statement
#55 when fully developed by MERPAC at subsequent
meetings will serve as the template for future lower-level,
entry-level training. In its current state, Task Statement #55
fully utilized the consensus standards developed in NVICs 191 and 1-95 by the Passenger Vessel Association and TSAC

respectively. I believe that these standards belong in the
public domain. I also believe future standards should be
developed by MERPAC because of the presence of maritime
educators and trainers on that committee.
GCMA is particularly interested in the open availability of
training grant money for mariners. We support the plan
introduced by Ms Berit Erikkson at MERPAC. Such a
program with its reasonable payments and forgiveness
provisions is necessary to properly fund training for mariners
who work for both small and large employers. We are
concerned that vast numbers of small employers are
overlooked by TSAC and have made this point on several
occasions. Only Mr. Dolloff has appears to have paid any
attention to us, however.
I note in passing that GCMA, with the active support of
maritime labor obtained a $4,000,000 training grant that
helped pull about 1,500 lower-level mariners through STCW
from 2000 to 2003 – with no assistance from the Coast Guard.
In fact, most lower-level mariners in our area knew nothing
about “STCW” until April 1999. Father Sinclair Oubre,
J.C.L., Member of MERPAC, successfully administered that
program that was open to all mariners who needed training
regardless of their affiliation.
Paragraph 6:
GCMA participated on the NOSAC Liftboat Committee.
Although we have not seen the OMSA-developed program, and
subject to reviewing its content, GCMA is pleased that it will be
publicly available. We have the utmost confidence in Mr. Jim
Magill’s technical expertise and guidance on thorny liftboat
issues. We are particularly concerned about improving the safety
standards for deployment of these vessels.
Paragraph 7:
We received a letter from Captain Thomas dated January
5th on this issue. I am pleased to see that our petition is under
consideration. In that regard, I would like to attach a portion
of a letter recently submitted to Mrs. Jennifer Carpenter of the
TSAC licensing working group regarding shortcomings we
see in the current towing vessel licensing program:
“I see the following as serious shortcomings as far as
licensing towing vessel personnel is concerned.
1. In the five year transition period between 2001 and 2006,
the Coast Guard apparently reassigned project officers (three
times) and (subsequently) put the towing license program on
auto-pilot. The Coast Guard never contacted hundreds of small
towing companies to bring them up to speed on the new
program. I asked Luke about this off to the side at the Working
Group meeting in Houston (at Buffalo Marine). He told me that
postage was not included in their budget to do this. By ignoring
hundreds of small towing companies, the Coast Guard made a
serious mistake that left a lot of small operators in the dark.
Many of our mariners have paid the price.
2. Access to the list of Designated Examiners is now
protected by the Privacy Act. If you earn an apprentice
mate/steersman’s learners permit and your company doesn’t
have a designated examiner, you are just out of luck. This
applies to a great many small companies. But, our concern is
that it also applies to quite a few mariners who have hopes of
advancing in the towing industry. I brought this matter to
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Captain Fink’s attention several times over the past few years.
Unfortunately, the NMC seems to be incapable of resolving
the problem – just locking it up. I take a dim view of this as
the program cannot operate properly without free access to
Designated Examiners.
3. Many RECs were not adequately prepared to issue towing
licenses after May 21, 2001. Many mariners had to return
incorrect licenses issued without towing endorsements based
on previous service. This led to a great deal of aggravation
and frustration among our mariners, tied up the RECs, and
further discredited the system.
4. I brought the problem of the 100-ton towing restriction as
it prevents a mariner with a near coastal towing license from
moving up to a Master of Towing Vessels with a 200-ton
limit. You will recall that I brought it to your attention in a
letter before the TSAC meeting in St. Louis last September
hoping to bring it up for discussion at the meeting.
Unfortunately, this never happened. Consequently, Luke and
Dave discussed it with me at a table outside the meeting room.
They want to apply an unworkable solution for a mariner to
test for a 500-ton license with sorts of unnecessary bells and
whistles that would cost a mariner a small fortune. Although I
cited one mariner by name, this matter affects many mariners.
Without the ability to run towing vessels of 200 tons offshore,
a mariner cannot apply all the experience he gained on smaller
tugs to a larger boat. A company stands a good chance of
losing the mariner as well. It appears that ever getting a 100ton license was a “fatal flaw” in the towing industry. Our
working group should have removed this roadblock once and
for all because the Coast Guard turned it into a career ending
nightmare for many mariners. This applies to many mariners
who now have accrued five more years of service on 100-ton
boats but cannot move up without being “examined” to death.
The Coast Guard will kill the towing industry one licensed
mariner at a time.
5. In GCMA Report #R-428-D, look at the case of Mariner
#25 and his Designated Examiner. Bureaucratic bungling at
the REC and the NMC almost destroyed the careers of two
well qualified mariners. The company personnel manager
was totally lost when I attempted to explain what the Coast
Guard was doing to his two employees. The company was
trying to do the right thing and was paying a bonus of $2,500
to train the apprentice mate/steersman to be an officer fully
capable of standing a watch on his own. The apprentice mate
“grew up on the water” and already had years of experience
on deck.
One problem appears to be that the Designated Examiner
program at the NMC is run by a lawyer who holds a license as a
second mate but has no towing experience at all. I believe he
UK STUDY ON MERCHANT MARINER
FATIGUE CONTAINS LESSONS
FOR OUR MARINERS
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, Jan. 13, 2007. GCMA
File A-772-N, Seafarer Fatigue: The Cardiff Research
Programme. Andy Smith, Paul Allen & Emma Wadsworth,
Center for Occupational Health & Health, Cardiff Univ. Nov.

could have picked up the phone and solved the issue. He had no
intention of facilitating the transaction for our mariners.
[GCMA Comment:
The Coast Guard should have
assigned a licensed towing officer with years of towing
experience to manage this program.]
6. Our Working Group should have made it clear that
training in the pilothouse meant just that. Many companies
allow deckhands to train “after hours.” Of course, that was a
tough choice that would have cost money and added an “extra
man” in the pilothouse.
[GCMA Comment: There was no commitment from AWO
members in the majority in the working group to push for an
“extra man” in the pilothouse. This is one critical flaw in the
Apprentice Mare/Steersman training program.]
[GCMA Comment: Another critical flaw in the program
was to assume that experienced mariners would train
steersmen in addition to their other duties without
remuneration. This problem was left to individuals and
companies to address.]
7. The RECs and NMC keep inventing new policies that we
never discussed in the working group and keep forgetting
points that were very clear in my mind. The Coast Guard is
driving our people up the wall as a result.
8. I found NVIC 4-01 was a disappointment from the day it
was published. It needs to be revised or thrown in the
garbage. I gave Luke a group of suggestions at the Houston
meeting when “revision” was suggested. They never have
seen the light of day.
[GCMA Comment: Now that the Assistant Commandant
knows what the problems are, let’s see if he will fix them.]
Paragraph 8:
We understand that the only way to change the
organizational structure of TSAC is by statute. We learn
through our experiences gained in attending Federal advisory
committee meetings that when the Coast Guard does not have
the authority to do something that we need to look to
Congress. We also understand that the Coast Guard can
request authority from Congress. As citizens, mariners also
can make requests of Congress. On occasion, when all other
avenues are closed or lead us in circles, we bring matters to
the attention of Congress. I believe I have been remiss in
mailing you a copy of our recent request to Congress in
GCMA Report #R-428-D mentioned in the text of my letter to
Mrs. Carpenter, above. Please excuse this oversight. I
enclose a copy herein. s/Richard A. Block, Secretary, GCMA
2006. GCMA Comments refer to our lower-level merchant
mariners.]
A recent research study on merchant mariner fatigue
conducted in the UK found that the potential for fatigue at sea is
high due to a range of factors, many unique to the marine
environment. The study found that:
· Fatigue increases most significantly during the first week of
tour, perhaps reflecting adaptation, a ceiling effect, or a
combination of these possibilities.
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· Recovery from fatigue after a tour of duty on average does
not occur until the second week of leave.
[GCMA Comment: When does “recovery” occur when
considering the current crew shortages and “working
over” or “tripping” on normal time off to fill in for
missing crewmembers?]
· Fatigue can be addressed at three levels: legislation, company
policy and personal awareness/management. Success will
only be achieved if all three are co-operatively involved.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA urges Congress to enact
“legislation” to end abusive work-hour practices.]
[GCMA Comment: We recommend that all mariners
study the principles of Crew Endurance Management
Systems (CEMS) and be aware of how to make the best of
a bad situation.]
· Present reporting systems are inadequately designed to record
factors relevant to fatigue.
· Excessive working hours are a problem in the seafaring
industry, hidden by the fact that a concerning number of crew
falsify audited records.
[GCMA Comment: We want the Coast Guard to get serious
about establishing and enforcing adequate logbook standards
as a tool to combat abusive work hours.]
· Those who at least occasionally under-record their working
hours were found to report higher fatigue.
· Fatigue was consistently associated with poor quality
sleep, negative environmental factors, high job demands
and high stress.
THE NUMBERS GAME:
HOW MUCH SLEEP IS ENOUGH?
[Source: Sleep Matters, National Sleep Foundation, Fall
2006, as reprinted in USCG Crew Endurance Management
Newsletter, Fall 2006.])
Do you know how many hours of sleep you need to be at
your best? If you're like most people, you'll probably answer
"eight." After all, we've been hearing for years that we should
strive to get a minimum of eight hours of rest each night. But
is this the ideal amount that will fully recharge our batteries
and put us at the top of our game, both physically and
mentally?
To answer this question, it's important to look at two
sleep-related factors. The first is called the basal sleep need,
which is the amount of sleep you need daily to perform your
best. In a perfect world, the muchballyhooed eight hours
mentioned above would be a typical basal sleep need. But,
basal sleep need is often negatively influenced by a second
factor, an insidious little thing called sleep debt.
Sleep debt, as the name implies, is simply lost sleep. It's the
hours of rest we willingly or unwillingly surrender when we stay
up to watch The Tonight Show, when we can't fall asleep because
job issues have our minds racing, or when a cup of coffee in the
evening has us tossing and turning in the middle of the night.

[GCMA Comments: Negative environmental factors include
excessive noise, vibration, light in sleeping quarters, exhaust
smoke penetrating the ventilation and air conditioning system
and prevalence of re-circulated cigarette smoke.]
· Other important factors included frequent port turnarounds, physical work hazards, working more than 12
hours a day, low job support, and finding the switch to
port work fatiguing.
[GCMA Comment: Many of these factors appear in the
offshore oil industry. Refer to GCMA Report # R-279, Rev.5.
Review and Set Safe Manning Standards for Offshore Supply
Vessels and Uninspected Towing Vessels.]
· In the diary study more frequent port calls were associated
with greater fatigue among those on shorter tours, and with
lower fatigue among those on longer tours.
[GCMA Comment: 46 U.S. Code §8103(g) permits licensed
officers and crewmembers to be divided into two watches on
voyages of less than 600 miles. This and the Coast Guard
interpretation of 46 CFR §15.705(d) is the root cause of workhour abuse of lower level mariners.]
· Consequences of fatigue have been shown not only in terms
of accident contribution but self-reported physical and mental
health problems.
[GCMA Comments: We approached the Coast Guard and
the offshore industry with our comments in Mariners Speak
Out on Violation of the 12-Hour Work Day (GCMA Report
#R-201) in 2000. Corporate greed and Coast Guard
complicity are still alive and well seven years later.]

Like financial debt, sleep debt can accumulate and wreak havoc
in our lives. And, as sleep debt accumulates, the basal sleep need
required to top off our energy reserves goes up. It's a one-to-one
relationship; for every hour of sleep lost, the basal sleep need
increases by an hour.
But the relationship isn't quite that simple, because sleep
debts can linger until they're repaid. For example, we may
accumulate a sleep debt that makes us feel tired and sluggish
in our waking hours even if we subsequently meet our basal
sleep needs in the ensuing days. Such periods of lethargy are
particularly apparent during circadian dips, those times in the
day when we naturally feel sleepy and less alert. It isn't until
we pay back the debt, so to speak, that our minds and bodies
will be alert and energetic.
So what's wrong with carrying a little sleep debt? Just as
financial debt has negative consequences to our wealth, sleep
debt can pose serious risks to our health and well-being.
These include obesity, diabetes, heart problems, depression,
substance abuse, memory impairment, and an increase in risky
behavior, to name a few.
[GCMA Comment: Go back and read the last underlined
sentence again. If abusive work hours lead to these
conditions, where has the Coast Guard been all these years
– not only with our mariners but their seamen too. Refer
to GCMA Reports R-304 & R-305.]
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To avoid sleep debt and its unhealthy consequences, the
simple solution is to get more sleep. Which begs the question:
If sleep debt is harmful, are longer sleep durations – those that
exceed our basal sleep needs – beneficial? That is, can
deposits to our basal sleep accounts forestall future sleep
debts? The evidence does not look promising. In fact, the
contrary may be true. Some research indicates that sleep
durations of nine hours or more are, like sleep debt, somehow
associated with increased rates of sickness and death. And the
risk may be higher for longer sleepers.
Sleep need appears to be a catch-22 situation: getting too
little or too much may put us at risk. So, how much sleep is
enough? Recent data indicates that the average ideal amount
is about seven hours. A six-year study of more than one
million adults, conducted by researchers from the University
of California, San Diego School of Medicine and the
American Cancer Society, concluded that the lowest mortality
risks were associated with subjects who slept about six or
seven hours each night. Subjects who slept less than four or
more than eight hours a night had higher mortality risks, with
longer sleepers having the highest. However, the researchers
were quick to point out that they could not identify the exact
causal relationship between sleep duration and risk of mortality, only that one appears to exist.
Sleep researcher Daniel F. Kripke, M.D., an author of the

study, summed up the results by saying, "individuals who now
average six and a half hours of sleep a night can be reassured that
this is a safe amount of sleep. From a health standpoint, there is
no reason to sleep longer."
There you have it, some very good news for those of us who,
for one reason or another, often find ourselves burning the
midnight oil.

NEW STUDY URGES HOLISTIC VIEW OF
MERCHANT MARINER FATIGUE

Despite many examples of work-related death, injury and illhealth among seafarers pointing to fatigue as a cause, the issue is
not being properly tackled, the report states. “Manning levels need
to be addressed in a realistic way that prevents economic advantage
accruing to those who operate with bare minimums.” Levels
should take into consideration the need for maintenance, recovery
time, redundancy and the additional burden of paperwork.
“It is essential that existing guidelines are enforced with
mandatory provisions and that effective measures are taken to
overcome the problem of false record-keeping ... as long as
seafarers feel compelled to falsify records of their hours of work,
the problem will be hard to address,” the report concludes. The
International Transport Workers Federation (ITF)-commissioned
report, “Adequate Manning and Seafarers’ Fatigue – the
International Perspective”, is to be presented to the International
Maritime Organization’s Standards of Training and
Watchkeeping sub-committee annual meeting on January 23.

[Vocabulary: Holistic = A study that emphasizes the functional
relationships between the parts and the whole.]
An article in the respected international maritime newsletter
“Fairplay” published by Lloyd’s of London reports that a new
study has found that fatigue-inducing working conditions may be
leading many young seafarers to leave the sea at an early stage.
The study also found that the relatively short careers of many
seafarers may reflect a reduced ability to cope with fatigue later
in their careers. These suggestions form part of a call to take a
holistic view of fatigue, proposed in a new report from Cardiff
University’s Centre for Occupational and Health Psychology.(1)
[(1)GCMA File #A-772-N]
LICENSED MASTER DIES WHEN
TANK SHIP RUNS OVER CREWBOAT
[Source: Misle Activity #2345685; Misle Case #228612, MSO
Port Arthur; FOIA #05-1524; GCMA file #M-564.]
On April 28, 2005 at approximately 1130, the 784-foot,
12,000 horsepower, Liberian-flagged tankship GENMAR
STRENGTH collided with the 101-foot crewboat RENE 1
resulting in one death and two injuries as result of the
collision and subsequent sinking of the crewboat. In addition,
approximately 450 gallons of No. 2 diesel fuel spilled into the
Neches River.
The Coast Guard classified this as a “major marine
casualty” with the crewboat property damage estimated at
$550,000. The accident delayed 42 vessels, many for more
than 18 hours.
The tankship’s Pilot asked the Master of the tankship to place

How Much Sleep Do You Need?
Newborns (1 to2) months)

10.5 to 18 hours

Infants (3 to 11 months)

9 to 12 hours during
the night & 30-minute
to 2-hour naps, 1 to 4
times a day

Toddlers (1 to 3) years)

12 to 14 hours

Preschoolers (3 to 5) years)

11 to 13 hours

School-Aged Children (5 -to12 years)

10 -to11 hours

Teens (11 -to17)

8.5 to 9.25 hours

Adults

7 to 9 hours

Older Adults

7 to 9 hours

a crewmember on the bow act as lookout and anchor watch until
their outbound tank ship cleared the Sabine Pass jetties.
At about 10:55, the crewboat RENE 1 left from the
Horizon Offshore Dock in Sabine, TX, outbound with her
VHF radios set to channels 13 and 71 and her radar on a 1.5
mile range.
At approximately 10:56, (1) assumed the watch on the tank
ship from the Sabine Pilot. This left ¢ and the helmsman as the
only two people on the GENMAR STRENGTH’s bridge and
only one person on the bow performing lookout duty.
[(1)Because of the confusing redactions in the Coast Guard
report, we are unsure of this person’s affiliation. It would be
helpful if the Coast Guard wrote their reports to avoid such
confusion as we are not interested in using names. It appears to
be one of several Sabine Pilots.]
At 11:01 the tank ship’s third mate left the bridge
escorting the Sabine Pilot and a second “break-in” pilot to the
pilot ladder so they could leave the ship on the approaching
pilot boat. The ordinary seaman, one of the two seamen
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assigned bow lookout duty, left his post to assist the third
mate at the pilot ladder on the starboard side of the ship.
From 11:06 to 11:09 the first of the Sabine pilots
transferred from the pilot ladder on the starboard side onto the
41-foot pilot boat. During this time, all attention focused on
the departing pilots. The ship’s master even went out on the
starboard bridge wing to wave good-bye to the pilots.
From 11:16 to 11:21 the Bosun and the ordinary seaman
were sent to adjust the pilot ladder to disembark the final pilot
leaving nobody on the bow to act as lookout – a serious error.
At 11:21, ¢ reportedly saw a crewboat approximately 45
meters ahead slightly to port of the tankship and hailed it with a
portable radio but reportedly heard no response. The crewboat
RENE 1 never heard the call, and the Port Arthur Vessel Traffic
Center could not confirm the transmission occurred.
When the Bosun and the ordinary seaman returned to the
bow lookout position at 11:21, they heard engine noise
coming from just off the port bow and reported the RENE 1
about 10 meters off the port bow.
At 11:22 the tank ship reportedly sounded one blast on her
whistle that the master on duty on the RENE 1 stated he never
heard. Thereupon, ¢ ordered hard starboard rudder on the
tank ship that was executed by the helmsman.
The Rene 1 Also Was Outbound
The RENE 1 was outbound at 8 knots with the GENMAR
STRENGTH right behind her making 12 knots. On the RENE 1
seconds before the inevitable collision, both of the vessel’s
Captains, who were in the pilothouse, saw the bow of the
tankship and apparently reached for the throttles and put their
engines speed to full ahead. On the GENMAR STRENGTH, ¢
ordered all stop with the helm amidships and, at the same time
received a report from the bow lookout “Vessel Not Clear, Not
Clear.” ¢ then ordered the helm hard to port as the ship struck
the crewboat and penetrated the starboard side just aft of the
wheelhouse, causing RENE 1 to capsize and then float down the
starboard side of the overtaking tankship. The crewboat sank
with only her bow remaining above water. The relief Captain,
Wade Joseph LeBlanc was trapped in the overturned crewboat
and drowned. Subsequently, he was recovered and partially
revived on the scene, but expired three days later in the hospital.
Two other crewmembers on the crewboat were injured.
Accident Analysis by the Investigating Officer
· The master and pilot on the tankship did not work together
to maintain good bridge management.
· The tankship’s master should have been more pro-active
and more vigilant regarding his duties as a lookout.
· The pilot (¢) should have monitored all other vessel traffic
in the channel.
· The pilot and the master were both distracted by the
departing pilots. The bridge crew on watch should not be
allowed to leave the bridge.
· Adjusting the pilot ladder is not an act that had to be
conducted by the assigned bow lookouts. The master and
pilot should not have allowed this to happen.
· Operating a 784-foot tankship in a busy channel without
bow lookouts was an unsafe act.
· The pilot (¢) failed to make complete radio contact with the
crewboat to confirm an overtaking agreement in that he
never received an answer to his call. No licensed mariner
should make this mistake.
· The tank ship was overtaking the crewboat and was required
to give way under Navigation Rule 13 – but failed to do so.
· The signal sounded by the tankship pilot (¢) was the
incorrect signal and sounded too late to be effective. He
should have sounded the danger signal.

· The bow wave of the tankship overcame the last minute
attempt of the crewboat to react to the overtaking tank ship.
· The crewboat’s master failed to monitor his radar and keep
abreast of traffic behind his boat.
· From the crewboat captain’s chair, he was unable to see
astern of his vessel. The radar was on but was not being
used.
Poor vessel design and complacency were
contributing factors.
· The Sabine Pilots were unable to provide any written policy
or procedure regarding when and where pilot transfers occur
or what safety measures should be in effect.
· During the transfer, the master was out on the bridge wing
leaving only the helmsman and pilot on duty (¢) on the
bridge. The helmsman did not, and is not expected to, act
as lookout by nature of his location and responsibility for
the helm. This left only the pilot on duty (¢) responsible to
mind the pilot boat that had just come alongside, his course,
speed and all other activities while underway.
· The Sabine pilots should enact a policy or procedure that
requires all bridge personnel to remain on the bridge during
these transfers, or, at a minimum, maintain the proper
lookouts during pilot transfer.
Actions on Recommendations
Coast Guard Safety Recommendation #6201: Sabine Pilot
personnel transfer procedures:
Sabine Pilots should closely examine when and where they
make their underway personnel transfers. Additionally, there
should be some local policy that dictates that ALL normal
bridge crew shall remain on the bridge during the entire
inbound/outbound transits.
In the case of the RENE 1 and GENMAR STRENGTH
collision, only the Pilot and the helmsman had been on the
bridge in the moments before the collision.
There should be another requirement that all bow lookout
personnel should not be assigned other duties while acting as
bow lookout. In this instance, the two designated bow
lookouts had been sent to adjust the pilot ladder only a few
minutes before the incident. By the time the lookouts
returned, the RENE 1 was reportedly 45 meters off the
GENMAR STRENGTH's bow. Had the lookouts not been
ordered from their post, the likelihood of this incident
occurring would have been greatly diminished. Hence, the
pilot and master failed to follow Rule 15 of the Inland
Navigation Rules
Investigators discussed Coast Guard concerns regarding
this event with the president of the Pilots Association and with
a few of the members of the local pilots board recommending
changes or additions to their policies. According to the
Sabine Pilot's president, no changes were made with regard to
their pilot transfers. The Sabine Pilot president felt that the
way transfers are conducted had no bearing on this incident.
Though, she did not mention that the pilots should or should
not have ensured that the lookouts remain in place.
Report of Investigation Conclusions
Pilot transfers do not trump Rule 5 requiring lookouts. A
policy requiring lookouts during transfer events may be
redundant due to the written Navigation Rule already in place.
However, the Coast Guard will continue to work with the
local Pilot's Commission to stress the importance of Rule 5
and its requirements despite the attention and manpower
needed to effectuate a transfer and that a policy that enables
compliance with the Rule, such as a requirement to begin a
transfer only at a time when the waterway is reasonably clear
of traffic, would be beneficial to the waterway.
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COAST GUARD BLUNDER COSTS
ANOTHER MARINER $18,000
Mariner #32
Mariner #32 is a deckhand who works on a fleet boat on
the Lower Mississippi River in the Baton Rouge area. He
sought to improve his status, attended classes, and completed
an Apprentice Mate/Steersman course that, after the license
was issued by the Coast Guard, would qualify him to begin
one year’s training in the pilothouse.
The school he attended helped to prepare his application
that he submitted to the Coast Guard. As part of the
application process, Mariner #32 went to the REC in New
Orleans to turn in his complete application, give them his
fingerprints, and take the oath and sign the paper attesting to
the oath as necessary to complete the application.
The mariner’s application was transferred to REC Toledo,
Ohio as part of shifting the Regional Exam Center’s New Orleans
work load after Hurricane Katrina. However, the mariner’s
application was mishandled and gathered dust in the Coast
Guard’s New Orleans and Toledo RECs for six to seven months.
The school that Mariner #32 attended attempted to follow
up the application on the mariner’s behalf. Since the
telephone at the both RECs was virtually inaccessible,
mariners and those acting on their behalf had no alternative
but to try to obtain information on the status of their
applications under the Freedom of Information Act.
The Toledo REC issued a form letter dated May 30th that told
mariners seeking information on their pending license
applications that they would be at the end of a long “queue” of
FOIA requests and that there were costs ranging from $16.00 per
hour for a contractor clerk to $55.99 per hour for a Commander
to search for the information in their files. The letter was
confusing and legalistic and stated in part, “Please let us know if
you still want the records or information requested in the
enclosed summary of Pending File Review Requests. If we do
not hear from you within 30 days from the date of this letter, we
will conclude you no longer desire the information and will close
these requests in our FOIA records.”
[GCMA Comment: GCMA is familiar with the Freedom of
Information Act and has used it on many occasions. The tone
of REC Toledo’s letter discouraged individual mariners from
RICHARD PLANT COMMENTS ON
COAST GUARD MEDICAL GUIDELINES
AND WAIVER POLICIES
[Richard M. Plant is in charge of Special Projects for the
International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots. He
spoke at the MERPAC meeting after attending two days of
meetings on the Coast Guard’s Draft NVIC titled Physical
Evaluation Guidelines for Merchant Mariner Credentials.
These are his comments delivered to MERPAC and were
recorded on the record and are the official position of
IOMM&P. GCMA Comments on the medical NVIC appeared
in Newsletter #44, Nov./Dec. 2006, p.18 We believe Mr.
Plant’s comments are pertinent to ALL mariners.]

reasonable access to information on the status of their
pending license applications. It was used as a ploy to fend off
legitimate requests for service.]
The mariner finally contacted the office and was told that he
had to be “approved for Western Rivers” although he had trained
for both “western rivers” and “inland waters” in the course he
completed. Furthermore, his application originally was accepted
and processed by REC New Orleans, but its approval was
stopped by an evaluator in Toledo.
When Mariner #32’s Steersman’s learner’s permit finally is
issued, he then he will have to receive practical shipboard
training on western rivers and/or inland waters depending upon
the completed Towing Officer Assessment Record that he will
turn in to the Coast Guard when he is ready to apply for his
Pilot’s license. Consequently, the application was held up by
REC Toledo for a considerable period for the wrong reason.
Finally, although they apparently received word of their mistake,
Mariner #32’s harassment did not end there.
The rest of the story reveals some of REC Toledo’s office
practices as related to this mariner. Mariner #32 finally made
contact with a Ms. Deborah Scott at REC Toledo who reportedly
told him in effect that it was “…hard to find his file and that they
did not know where it was at…and that she could not find the
oath” – and could he go to REC New Orleans and take the oath
again. Just as the mariner planned to travel to New Orleans to
comply with her wishes, he received another phone call saying
that they located the missing paper and promised to mail his
steersman “learners’ permit” soon thereafter.
How much did administrative delay caused solely by
inept Coast Guard employees cost Mariner #32 and his
family? He revealed that it set him back at least six months
and cost him the difference between a deckhand’s pay and a
steersman’s pay of $150 per day. On a 14 & 7 day schedule,
this delay cost him as much as $18,000.
Is it any wonder why there is a shortage of personnel
willing to move up to the pilothouse for training. The Coast
Guard must change its attitude and help rather than hinder
mariners and their employers.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA Report #R-428-D, Report to the
110th Congress: The Coast Guard Renders Substandard
Merchant Mariner Personnel Services tells over four-dozen
stories of mariners’ careers damaged by Coast Guard
bureaucracy. Licensing needs to be taken out of the Coast
Guard’s hands.]
The International Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots
strongly opposes the NTSB, USCG and NMC being so reactive
and not pro-active regarding the accident involving the Staten
Island Ferry allision in which a number of civilians died.
This accident was the result of “procedural errors” in not
having two deck officers on the bridge of the ferry. The
medical incident would not have been so devastating had
“procedures” been followed.
Now, all U.S. Merchant
Mariners will suffer further from requirements and processes
that only affect American merchant mariners.
We, U .S. merchant mariners, only move an estimated 3% of
the cargo coming to our shores. The remaining 97% of the cargo
comes on foreign-flag bottoms, manned by foreign mariners.
What standard of medical requirements are being required of
these mariners? Are their standards higher or lower than the
proposed U.S. standards? From what we have seen, heard, and
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discussed these past few days we feel that the standards
maintained for and by foreign mariners and operators are lower,
much lower than that what is being proposed.
The Coast Guard will further reduce this 3% (of cargo
coming to our shores) down lower with the proposed
medical/physical changes, possibly down to just enough to
maintain mariners to man TRANSCOM, MSC,(1) and RRF(2)
vessels, as many companies will start losing mariners. And
this in a time when the United States is starting to see a loss of
mariners in certain ratings. [(1)MSC = Military Sealift
Command. (2)RRF= Ready Reserve Fleet.]
MM&P hopes that the Coast Guard will present these new
physical/medical requirements at the International Maritime
Organization to see if they are in agreement. Yes, some
countries might have higher standards but overall it is felt that
most do not. Continue on this path and the U.S. will have the
best regulated non-existent merchant marine in the world.
This Spring, of 2006, we graduated approximately 400
deck and 400 engine officers from our maritime schools. This
does not include the August and December graduation for
those cadets who missed a cruise, a sea project, or failed a course
and must retake it. Yet the Maritime Administration only reports
209 commercial blue water vessels as of December 2005. Throw
in the MSC and RRF vessels and we are up to 385 vessels. Take
out the estimated 20% of the Kings Point graduates that go
military and the number of new licensed merchant mariners is
just below the number of total vessels we have. Yet there are
those mariners who graduated in 2005, 2004, 2003, etc. that are
out there still seeking full employment.
Merchant mariner graduates will not go to sea for a career
first, because we do not have the number of vessels to keep
them employed; and second, because we have a government
that is not willing to maintain the United States as a maritime
nation; and third, because our mariners are being overregulated. They can easily earn money ashore equivalent to
that of going to sea especially at the lower third and second
(mate or engineer) positions. Then there is the problem of
getting unlicensed crewmembers. That crisis will soon hit the
fan if it has not done so already.
Remember, the Coast Guard approved the removal of
ordinary seaman, oilers, and wipers from being required.
These mariners were the bottom rung of our ladder allowing
civilians to at least see if they had an interest in going to sea.
Now it takes a 1 to 2 year program to develop an Able Bodied
Seaman or QMED. Then take off the purser and radio
operator, put on GMDSS equipment, remove a third mate,
make the chief mate stand a watch, reduce the number of
AB’s from six to three, throw in a few requirements like
STCW-95, ISM, Vessel Security and now very restrictive
medical records and we have the mixing for disaster for the
U.S. Merchant Marine.
Of course with all of these, the affect is upon the everincreasing age of the merchant mariner. They are getting
older and older every year! And, sooner rather than later they
will not be there to man our vessels. What then?
We at MM&P understand that medical records and
physical conditions are necessary to accomplish our job at sea.
Is this path that is being taken the best path? We don’t believe
so. Also, how many of the NMC officers making these
decisions have actually been on, that is sailed on, a merchant
vessel performing the job. Yes, they may know the
description of the job requirements but do they know the job.
Richard Block, of the Gulf Coast Mariners Association

and the National Association of Maritime Educators (NAME)
has been asking NMC for years, probably decades, to have
knowledgeable brown water mariners hired in NMC to better
work with the tens of thousands of inland river mariners, all of
whom now will fall under these medical requirements. This
has never been done.
Furthermore, we are told that the backlog of
license/certification renewals will be reduced by the hiring of
7 medical reviewers. However, there are now 17 RECs
around the country reviewing the applications. These RECs
have more than one person doing the application review so the
number of present reviewers is 34. Yes, NMC will provide
consistency and one location for reviewing these applications,
but overall the number of reviewers will be reduced. This will
increase, not decrease, the backlog and time for renewal. The
NMC needs to hire more reviewers in West Virginia to meet
the exiting and future increase in application requests.
Remember, the brown water mariners, those tens of thousands
of mariners, will all be falling under these medical/physical
requirements as well. Throw them into the present situation of
MMD requirements and background checks, and of course the
application process time, will be increased, not decreased.(1)
[(1)Not yet announced but reportedly in the works.]
Then, we understand that the Coast Guard wants to reduce the
License/Certification, MMD or Z-Card and the soon-to-be TWIC
card into one document. MM&P strongly opposes this concept
as well. The TWIC card was simply meant to be just that – an
identification card not a card that is going to have the history of
the mariner recorded on it with personal information, etc. IF the
TWIC card will only contain identification data and not history of
the mariner including personal data such as home address, bank
account, etc. as is proposed by the MAC card then we can
support a one card document. Without this, it just makes the
mariner a prime target for identity theft. All of the information
about him/her will be on one document. That is uncalled for.
These new medical/physical requirements throw licensed
and unlicensed mariners into one bag. Please tell me that the
airline pilots and airline stewardesses all come under the exact
same medical and physical requirements as it will be for the
merchant mariners; that is, they are both treated alike. I
assure you, this is not the case in the airline industry but will
be the case in the Merchant Marine. Licensed and unlicensed
mariners, deck, engine, and steward department personnel will
all come under the same requirements.
There has got to be a better way to accomplish this.
Should there be more restricted medical and physical
requirements for officers than crew on merchant vessels, or
for blue water pilots having that required local knowledge?
Probably yes, but do we need to go to the level that is being
mandated for all mariners?
A mere 5% of those mariners who are required to apply for a
waiver will not be granted that waiver, as we have been told by
Captain French. But, if that 5% even amounts to one mariner and
that one mariner is YOU – losing your career, your livelihood,
your earning capacity, your capability to pay bills, care for your
family and live a decent life how would you feel?
Are there mariners that possibly do not belong out there at
sea? YES. But, is this the best way to detect them by taking
along with them numerous other mariners who will be caught
in this big net being cast.? MM&P does not think so.
Assume 50,000 applications are processed every year – a
number I am told is possibly low from what others have been
told by NMC. Assume that only 4% of these seek medical or
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physical waivers – that’s 2,000 mariners per year. Now
remove the 5% average who will be denied waivers and you
will have 100 people losing their career per year. Also, there
will be those who, out of fear, will simply just retire and leave
the industry. We have no way of estimating that number.
In closing, MM&P strongly objects to this NVIC approach
and will so voice our opinion during the comment period. We
are already in the process of collecting data to see how many
of our mariners will be affected by this NVIC and hope that
other unions and companies will follow our lead. By the way,
no one has ever mentioned, to the best of my knowledge, in
the past two plus days of discussion the costs that all of these

changes. I was going to say “regulatory changes” but that is
NOT what it is. These NVIC proposals will cost the public
and the merchant marine dearly. Changes may be needed, but
we feel that these proposed changes are too extreme. We are
told that NMC is just putting into writing that which they
already do. This is not true. (Physical exam) Form 719K
does not in any way cover the 200+ medical conditions being
proposed other than possibly being listed under “Other” on the
form. Consideration should be given to maybe phasing in
some of these requirements over time.
Hopefully, we will propose alternative solutions in our
comments. Thank you.

TWO CHARGED IN M/V ETHAN ALLEN
TRAGEDY IN UPSTATE NEWYORK

Warren County District lawyer Kate Hogan said the
charges after 15 months of investigation might not seem to
have "a lot of meat" but the grand jury did an exhaustive job
under existing law.
"They were able to give the families of the victims the
peace of mind that this case was reviewed and no rock was
left unturned," Ms Hogan said.
Ms Hogan said a more serious charge, such as criminal
negligence, could not be handed down as there was not enough
evidence to show that “Shoreline” (the cruise operator) or
Captain ¢¢¢¢ knew the boat would capsize.
Investigators believe the 40-foot tour boat was rocked by a
wake from a passing boat, or multiple boats when it capsized
on October2, 2005.
The ETHAN ALLEN was certified to carry 48 passengers
plus two crew. However, passenger capacity was calculated
when it was built in 1966, but modifications over the years
made it less stable and numbers should have been cut to a
maximum of 14, local authorities said.

[Refer to Newsletter #45, The Ethan Allen Accident Contains
a Stability Lesson for All Mariners.]
The Captain of a tour boat that capsized in 2005 in the
Lake George, New York and the cruise company owner were
charged after a 15 month inquiry.
Twenty of 47 elderly tourists aboard the M/V ETHAN
ALLEN died in the accident on Lake George, north of New
York City.
State rules required that a commercial vessel with more
than 21 passengers has to have at least two crewmen. The
ETHAN ALLEN had only one – the Captain.
If found guilty of charges of criminal misdemeanor, the
two men face up to 15 days in jail and/or a $250 fine.
'Exhaustive Job'
THANKS FOR THE LEGACY
According to one of the office "safety" personnel at the
very large inland river towing company I work for, we can
expect vessel refurbishments to continue at their plodding
pace of perhaps three per year and we will "...begin to see the
first of the new generation of towing vessels in about 15
years..." By that time, their idea of "new" is going to be 15
years old already!
I can't begin to voice my frustration at this since most of
the vessels owned by the company were built in the 1970's!
Obviously, the ever-silent inland mariner was just "hoping for
the best" and thinking that "nothing ever changes out here" to
the point that we have become the laughing stock of the
transportation industry, period.
As a younger mariner, I want to thank ALMOST everyone
who has been working for the same company quietly and with
little complaint for 20-30 or more years. Your INACTION
allows you to retire soon (perhaps) if you don't die first from
the long term effects of sleep deprivation, intense stress, no
exercise, divorce court, cigarette smoke, poor air quality, and
associated health problems. The legacy you leave behind is
one of horror. Now, the next generation of merchant mariner
will bear the full brunt of either organizing effectively to end
these industry abuses as well as continue working on the now
completely used-up, poorly designed, pieces of garbage that
now ply our rivers and inland waterways. After all, if you
work your entire life on a 28/14 or 30/15 schedule, you might

get to keep your third wife and the dump you and she must
live in since you were too busy working all year long to
maintain the home front during the first two marriages, not
that you got any protection in divorce court for the hard life
you endured in our vital sector of the economy. Perhaps if
you had written your Congressman or organized effectively
instead of bickering that "I can take 40-48 loads anytime, any
stage..." we might be enjoying a better standard of living.
Although wages may be at an all-time high, our buying
power with today’s dollar is worse than ever. But keep
training or putting up with illegal immigrant deck crews that
have forged documents and having to hear Mexican (that ain't
Spanish, folks) spoken over the VHF in fleets and pray that
the company or the government doesn't find a way to fleece
your 401K as they have the retirements in so many other
industry sectors (Northwest Airlines, Delta, Weldco, etc.).
The sorry outfit I work for claims approximately 95
percent of the towing vessels we have are in need of major
repairs RIGHT NOW. Instead of making those repairs, they
build new barges at a cost of nearly $40,000,000 a year
instead of building a few less barges and constructing a few
new boats at $7,000,000 apiece so that we can work on quiet,
vessels that don’t vibrate us to death in some sort of effort to
remedy that 'ole dying' 57 year-old thing!
The recent refurbishments done on existing vessels do not
include
refinements
to
decrease
vibration
or
concussion/slamming, only noise. They DO include: plasma
TV's, internet access, satellite TV, and fancy woodwork,
countertops, and flooring. Those are nice ideas, and one more
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way to keep off watch crew awake while they play on the
internet or watch TV. They might try supplying the boats
with BOOKS instead. Perhaps with the internet access some
of the guys on the boats can get online college degrees and
leave the hell-hole of the barge industry FOREVER! That
would surely help the existing mariner shortage!
Oh, and one more thing. You guys getting ready to retire,
don't even THINK about being a good office pet and training
any of these quickie steersmen that big companies are trying to
churn out. I'm tired of hearing experienced pilots say on the
radio especially on red-flag dedicated tows say "Cap, I haven't

ever been up here before, this is all-new to me!" SAFE??? ISO
9002??? RCP??? COMMON SENSE??? Let's be true safe
operators, guys, and refuse any trip from now on that takes you
into waters you've never seen before with no idea of where you
are or what is next, unless the company is willing to put on
someone experienced in that area to ride with you. Oh, wait,
they probably would have put the experienced guy on there
instead of you anyway, right? Maybe you should post up in
your off-time, and let things at home slide for a while, because
the company will take care of you, right? RIGHT?
s/Master of Towing Vessels

THE GREAT ESCAPE-GOAT

regularly, what a great job we were doing. We owed them a
pretty good chunk of money. Money for fueling the vessels
on charter, money for supplies, money for AIS systems,
money for groceries, money for shipyards and dry-dock visits,
money for radios and marine electronics, money for this and
lots of money for that.
On top of this, in order to attract pilots to work for us
(little guys with no benefits really, not compared to the big
companies out there), we had to pay a premium wage and
personally cater to these guys. We paid $500/day to trip
pilots, we paid $450 to our Captains and we paid many of our
deck crew up to $150/day. We paid well. We helped guys
out. We paid their rent while they were on the boat. We flew
them out to the boat rather than use a bus. We bought them
groceries at home when they were in a bind. We loaned them
money, cars, equipment.
We custom-made everyone’s
schedule. We gave advances and we paid contract labor even
when the accountants screamed uncle. We hand-delivered
paychecks to wives and girlfriends. We paid early when we
could. We deposited paychecks directly into bank accounts
for guys on the boats. We did everything we could to please
everyone all the time. Of course we couldn’t but that did not
deter us from trying like hell
And we struggled. We struggled with $47,000 monthly
insurance premiums and big fat insurance down-payments. We
struggled with taxes. We struggled with health insurance. We
struggled with payroll, and we struggled with trying to pay back
our debt to our one big customer. We struggled BIG.
For a long while it just did not add up, just did not look
like it was going to work. We went through a period where
we had to cut back, which hurt because we had to let someone
go that was our friend, a man who was sheer brilliance at
keeping things mechanically sound; a man we loved as a
friend. He did not understand and still does not. We were
trying to survive.
In time, it actually began to start working out; it actually
began to start flying financially. We were beginning to make
it from payroll to payroll without everything catching up. Oh
sure, the bookkeeper and the accountant continued to scream
the sky was falling, but we managed to make it from payroll
to payroll with money still showing in the bank. Sure it was
an illusion, a race for checks to clear, but we were
increasingly gaining on it. A few more months and we would
have possibly started winning that race, maybe started really
making a few bucks. Alas, we never got the chance.
So, “why”, you may be asking, did we fail, if it was not
that we went “broke”? Ah, now that is where the real story
lies, where the true irony of it all comes blazing brilliantly
forward like a xenon spotlight. From February 2005 to
November 2006 we had no accidents, no insurance claims, or
incidents – a pretty good record in this business. On that day
in November of ‘06, however, we started the beginning of the

[Source: By the editor of towboater.com.]
It has been a while since I devoted any time or energy to
this website. Despite that, it seems people have been visiting
anyway. The site statistics are inspiring, averaging roughly
100 hits per day. This for a site that has not been updated
since September of last year! I am shocked.
I guess I should take a shot at explaining myself, of
excusing why I have neglected to keep things updated. I have
been pretty busy with my paying job, a job many of you
know, as a partner in a fledgling towboat company – a now
failed towboat Company. So, now that I no longer have a
proper paying job, I have some time and energy to do
something about towboater.com. I guess I said all that to say
this: I owe you an explanation. I owe the readers and visitors
of towboater.com; I owe the employees of our lost company;
and I owe those out there who would attempt to do what we
did., the value of the lessons we learned and an explanation.
To those visiting the site regularly, hoping to find a fresh
tow boat of the month or a snappy article from a fellow pilot:
We have been busy. Our company was started in February
2005 by a couple of pilots with no money. Honestly, we did
not even have much of a personal savings account between us.
We were in fact, living just like many of you, from check to
check. We made the leap anyway. We had the opportunity
and we went for it, balls out.
A larger company was having trouble finding pilots so we
worked out a deal with them to operate one of their boats. They
helped us get started, helped us survive that first bit which is the
hardest, building payroll and waiting for money to come in.
At first it was terrific, they paid us on time and everything
was shiny and happy. Then they started to have trouble and
they stopped paying us on time, stopped paying us the full
amount we were owed. Rather, they just eked out enough
money to keep us surviving – barely. Then they just stopped
paying altogether. That was back in March or April of 2006.
We went to a large company, one of the largest red-flag
companies out there, looking for jobs really. They offered to
help us out of the crunch if we would bring our boats and
crews and play with them for awhile. This was fantastic!
These people paid, on time and in full! They let us charge the
equipment we needed to grow and (make) the repairs
necessary to function. We had the support and backing of
Big Customer! At this point it might be prudent to add that
our Big Customer also employs BIG LAWYERS so I will very
carefully refer to them from here on out as Big Customer.
They encouraged us to grow, to add boats as quickly as
possible. We peaked at four vessels, all operating within their
charter department. They told us how great we were quite
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end for our company.
One of our boats had a head-on collision with one of the
boats owned and operated by our employer, Big Customer!
To top it all off, a deckhand failed the post-incident drug
screen, the pilots drug screen came up questionable (as in
tampered with), and there is some suspicion that the pilot in
question may have not been driving the vessel when the
incident happened. (This was) not good for us despite the fact
that Big Customer’s crew also failed the very same drug
screens. This brought our little company some unwanted
attention from the Big Customers Suits.
Our office is in Alabama and our vessels work from
Corpus Christi, TX to Baton Rouge, LA. We were on the
road a lot. Things were happening 600 miles away that
affected our operation. Then, in January of this year, another
biggee; one of our vessels nailed a lock gate in Texas. Two
days later that same vessel, with a different pilot, smacked a
moored, unmanned casino vessel after a face wire failed. Not
only did he not report it, he attempted to deny it to the Coast
Guard! We were called into a meeting with our Big Customer
Suits and they fired us. Everything was structured through
them. All the vessel leases were tied to them. One minute we
were the heroes, and the next we were an embarrassment that
had to be removed. We owed them just about as much money
as we had coming. We were left with no more income and no
equipment with which to recover
They took our boats and handed them over rather
effortlessly to other companies, crews and all. The very same
crews that caused us to be fired! Did you get that part? Did
that bit there sink in? The exact same people who got us fired
are still working on the same vessels! In the name of “safety”
we were dismissed, but the very same people, operating under
the very same guidelines (Big Customers very own policies
and procedures), continued on. Our company was erased.
Someone had to hang from the courthouse lawn.
With no more money coming in, everything caught right
up and our bank account is now several thousand dollars
overdrawn. We owe our past employees thousands of dollars
and two handfuls of vendors many more thousands of dollars
– not to mention the IRS. So now, we are faced with having
to file bankruptcy to protect ourselves personally as much as
possible. We are at risk of losing our homes and anything of
value we may own to the IRS. Many of our employees are
screwed out of several weeks of hard work.
Big Customer, however, never missed a beat. They did not
even lose an hour of operation. My partner and I are left holding
the bag, slack-jawed and staring ahead in disbelief. Everything
you did to help a guy out is quickly forgotten when you owe him
a couple days pay and have no means to make it good.
There is a bunch of irony in the whole thing. We were
essentially working and maintaining this company to provide
people with some jobs. It was an experiment on our part of
treating people with honesty and respect, and of sharing our
resources with our employees. We were not getting rich, our
highest paid pilots made much more money than we did. In
fact, in the beginning, many of our deckhands made more
money than we did. We made those sacrifices for the future,
for the development of a company that would be a great place
to work. It was an experiment of operating a company for the
workers, for the guys doing the job. We had some fantastic
aspirations: to be the highest paying company; to providing
the best benefit package; to offering the most lucrative bonus

program in the industry; and to cater to each individual
employee. Our goal was to create a work environment where
the employees were actually a part of the company, instead of
a company making a few guys in suits rich, we wanted to
bring wealth and involvement to our employees. That was our
goal, our dream. It back-fired in our faces and that is a big
irony. The people that cost us our job with Big Customer are
the very ones we were standing behind in a time of need.
One, the target of a Coast Guard witch-hunt and the other
suffering a hard time in his life.
We did not define people entirely by their mistakes as many
people do. Just because you screw up or go through a rough
patch in life does not make you a bad person. We believed in
sticking with our people through the tough times, the difficult
bits, the divorce or the big crash., the personal bankruptcy, the
failed drug test, the depression, the medical problems. People
bounce back and can come from a very hard chapter in life to do
some great things. We hoped, that if we just stick with people
through these hard times, help them out and stand behind them,
then when the good times come they will be all the better. We
felt it would generate loyal employees and therefore build a
strong company. We failed at that.
We should have been harder and less forgiving. We
should have fired those guys at the first sign of trouble, much
like Big Customer fired us when we became too much of an
embarrassment to their Bigger Customers. The problem is,
my partner and I, we just could not do it. We both have been
through rough patches in our lives and we know that the
mistakes or the screw ups in our lives do not define us or
dictate our value as people, rather how we recover and
respond to the challenges defines our character.
So, now we are left with a great big mess that once was
our company. There are a lot of guys out there who are hurt
and who we owe money to. There are a few guys out there
who were going through their rough patches and had no other
option but us to help them out. There are people out there
who took a risk with us and gave us a bit of credit to dive on
our vessel, drug test our crew, or repair one of our radios, and
they will more than likely not get their money back. To them
and to the employees to whom we owe money or who needed
us for a job because we were the only ones left who would
give them some kind of opportunity, I am deeply sorry. Truly,
deeply sorry. We did not see it coming like this. We had no
way of knowing that Big Customer would drop us so abruptly.
It was a tenuous and sketchy balancing act of survival from
day one for our little experiment of a company. I know I, for
one, am going to really miss it. It was a great place to work
and it was going to just get better in time. For now, we are
stunned. We are trying to reclaim as much money as possible
to get the IRS and the employees paid back. After that, I do
not know. We have lost everything we have worked towards
in the past four years. All the sacrifice and risk. All the once
in a lifetime opportunities. Gone. Past. I guess we had our shot
and failed. If you lost a few days pay by working for us
during the moment we failed, we are sorry.
Just remember, you are not the only one who has lost
something here. Despite it all, I am glad to have been a part
of it. Glad to have stood shoulder to shoulder with my partner
and with many of you and thumbed our noses in the face of
those who said we could not do it. We did do it. We failed at
the hands of others not because we went broke or did a poor
job. What would you do?
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provide an adequate number of crewmembers to meet
legal manning requirements.]

GET YOUR PRIORITIES IN ORDER
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly Jan. 20, 2007.]
Captain Fined For Cargo Ship Grounding in UK
The Captain on the Norwegian flag cargo ship SUNNA,
which grounded on the United Kingdom’s island of Swona
in the Pentland Firth at 04:40 on the January 2, was fined
over $5,000 for not maintaining an adequate lookout.
Importance of Keeping Lookout
An investigation into the incident found that it is a
basic but critical role for seamen to be employed as
lookouts especially in dangerous waters as was the case
here. Investigators found that had the Captain used the
crew in this role, the grounding would not have occurred.
The investigation found that the Captain’s priority, to
keep the ship looking good, was his down fall. During a
court hearing on the incident, the Captain was told that he
was foolishly misguided to try and impress his owner at
the expense of the safety of the ship.
[GCMA Comment: It is the owner’s responsibility to
UNIONS JOINTLY CALL FOR REASONABLE
ACCESS BY CREWMEMBERS TO U S. PORTS
[Source:
MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, Jan. 27, 2007.
Emphasis is ours.]
MM&P President Tim Brown joined with the Presidents of
the AMO, MEBA and SIU in urging that crewmembers and
their representatives have reasonable access to and from
merchant vessels in American ports
In a letter addressed to Senator Daniel Inouye (D-HI),
Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation, the maritime union leaders wrote: "Our
organizations have received numerous reports of instances in
which terminals and port facilities have denied access to
crewmembers and their representatives, as well as cases in which
access is conditioned on a payment of a fee by the crewmember.
The letter referenced the International Ship and Port
Facility Security Code (ISPS), to which the United States is
signatory, that requires that a port facility's security plan must
include: "procedures for facilitating shore leave for ship's
personnel or personnel changes, as well as access of visitors to
the ship including representatives of seafarers' welfare and
labor organizations."
The letter stated that, "It is the clear intent of the ISPS Code
that such procedures are to be included in a port security plan
prior to its approval and the United States Coast Guard should, in
our opinion, withhold approval of a facility's security plan if it
does not meet this provision of ISPS. Instead, the Coast Guard
has ignored this provision and has been, at best, reluctant to insist
on its enforcement. Simply put, many U.S. port facilities and
terminals have instituted cumbersome, inflexible access measures
that have the practical effect of making it impossible for a
crewmember to leave and return to his ship while in port. In so
doing, the men and women we represent are essentially treated as
hostages, confined to their vessel without any reasonable
opportunity to go ashore."
Furthermore, the letter also stated that, "Our organizations
have learned that some port facilities and terminals have
turned their access security procedures into profit making
operations, requiring individual mariners to pay a fee for

[GCMA Comments: The owner should also provide
enough crewmembers to perform any maintenance work
necessary aboard the vessel.]
[GCMA Comment: The Master must fulfill his legal
requirements, then should direct his crew to fulfill the
owner’s reasonable expectations as far as possible.]
The Chief Officer on watch at the time admitted that he
had fallen asleep shortly after altering course to transit a
dangerous channel en route to Iceland from Humberside.
An investigation by the UK’s Maritime and Coastguard
Agency (MCA) revealed that although the ship only had a
crew of seven, the Captain had instructed that the seaman
were to be used as day workers and not stand a watch.
The STCW code requires that during the hours of
darkness there is a lookout on the bridge with no other
duty but to keep a lookout.
[GCMA Comment: How many towing vessels with small
crews assign a mariner in addition to the Master or
Mate/Pilot to serve as lookout with no other duty?]
escort services so they can be taken – individually – from the
vessel to the area beyond the terminal gate, and then from the
gate back to the vessel. This is a time-consuming as well as
costly process for the mariner, which similarly has the
practical effect of limiting if not preventing crewmembers
from having the access they are entitled to have."
The union presidents also called attention to the fact that
the men and women the four unions represent have been
subjected to rigorous background checks and have been
licensed and certified by the United States Coast Guard. "It is
unconscionable to impose severe restrictions on or to
otherwise deny them shore leave under the guise of "security".
Our organizations strongly support all reasonable measures to
enhance our nation's security and to guard against, as best we
can, terrorist attacks. At the same time, to confine a crew to a
ship that itself has transported cargo, hazardous or otherwise,
into an American port is illogical and does nothing to further
advance the protection of our country."
In calling for Congressional action to remedy the situation
this year, the union presidents stated that, "In the last
Congress, in an attempt to address this issue, language was
added to the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2006 (HR
5681) that stated that each port facility security plan "shall
provide a system for seamen assigned to a vessel at that
facility and representatives of seamen's welfare and labor
organizations to board and depart the vessel through the
facility in a timely manner at no cost to the individual." Since
the 109th Congress adjourned prior to the enactment of HR
5681 we are asking that you and your Committee consider
including this language in this year's Coast Guard
authorizations legislation so that we can stop these and similar
practices that prevent a crewmember from leaving his ship, or
which require the crewmember or his representatives to pay to
leave and return to the ship."
[GCMA Comment: Please continue to report all incidents
you observe to GCMA 24-hour phone at 985-851-2134.
Give us full particulars.]
[GCMA Comment: We support the unions’ initiative on
this issue.]
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COAST GUARD CITES TOWING VESSELS
WITH IMPROPERLY LICENSED OFFICERS
[Source: FOIA #03-1613; 03-1599; Enforcement activities
#2106, 2190445, 2244414, and 2298843. GCMA files M-666
thru M-669. Release date Dec. 28, 2006]
M/V Little Bear
[Violation of 46 U.S. Code §8904(a); 46 CFR 15.610].
The owner operator of a 48.8-foot towing vessel had an
minor accident with a foreign-flag tankship while pushing a
barge on a dredging job in New York Harbor. He had no
license, and operated his vessel without one for at least 7
years. His company had no drug or alcohol program.
Towing barges, dredges, and scows through the Port of
New York and New Jersey without properly trained and
licensed personnel in charge of the operation could have
resulted in a major marine casualty. Maximum penalty:
$27,500. Recommended penalty: $3,000.
M/V Tallapoosa
[Violation of 46 U.S. Code §8904(a); 46 CFR 15.610.]
This towboat was in the area around
LMR mile 707 bringing loaded hopper
barges to and from the Martin Marietta
Aggregates facility in DeSoto County,
MS, when a deckhand sustained a
serious injury. The injury resulted in the loss
of his left leg below the knee and was attributed, in
part, to the inattention of ¢¢, the vessel’s Pilot,
while alone in the pilothouse operating the 80foot 232 GRT M/V Tallapoosa. It appears that
he was talking on a cell phone while
maneuvering the vessel and not watching
the deckhand, who was alone on deck, at
the time.
The master’s license expired on May
25, 2004 but his renewal was not issued until August 23,
2005. The renewal application was dated March 15th.
Apparently a medical waiver was required, but it took REC
Memphis two months to request a medical evaluation from the
National Maritime Center and another three months for the
evaluation and final issuance of the license.
The pilot said his new license was “at the house” but his
wife was at work and could fax a copy of the license to the
M/V Tallapoosa. This was not true as the Pilots application
was still tangled in what has become the all-too-common
Coast Guard red tape at the Regional Exam Center on the date
of the accident. This red tape was evident for many years
before Hurricane Katrina.(1) [(1)For additional information on
substandard licensing services, refer to GCMA Report #R428-D, Report to the 110th Congress: The U.S. Coast Guard
Renders Substandard Merchant Mariner Personnel Services.]
Maximum penalty: $27,500.
The investigator
recommended that the maximum penalty be imposed on WMS
Marine, Inc. the operators of the vessel. However, the
Hearing Office cited its recommendation at only $5,000.

M/V San Patricio
[Violation of 46 CFR 15.610]
The towing vessel and its bunker barge were moored at the
Port of Lake Charles Bulk Terminal #18 when the Coast
Guard boarding team determined one of three operators was
not properly licensed.
Buffalo Marine manned its 102-ton towing vessel with
three licensed operators including one whose master’s license
was endorsed for service on motor vessels of no more than
100 gross register tons. The licensed operators worked a
three-watch system while underway. In a phone interview,
the 100-ton master said that there was usually a licensed
master with him on the bridge. However, he admitted there
were times he operated the vessel unsupervised.
[GCMA Comment: This is a classic example of a licensed
officer operating a vessel “outside the scope” of his license.
It is not the only example!]
The Coast Guard spoke with the Buffalo Marine Port
Captain and offered a “Notice of Violation” with a civil
penalty of $1,000 for an alleged first time offense of violating
46 CFR §15.610.
Maximum penalty: $27,500.
Recommended
penalty: $1,000.
M/V Martin Commodore
[Violation of 46 U.S. Code §8904(a); 46 CFR
15.610]
At approximately 1700 hours on August 29,
2004 the M/V Martin Commodore was pushing
two loaded fuel barges through the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway when the lead barge
carrying 30,000 barrels of #6 oil ran
aground outside the channel at mile 229
east of Harvey Locks near Destin, FL.
There was no fuel spill. However,
Martin Operating Partnership, the
managing owner, had hired a pilot with a
license of lower tonnage than required by the vessel’s
tonnage. The pilot was in control of the vessel at the time the
barge grounded. The investigators recommended a penalty of
$25,000.
The M/V Martin Commodore is 284 gross register tons,
while the pilot held a license that limited him to a vessel of
only 200 GRT on a domestic voyage or 500 gross tons (ITC)
on an international voyage.
The pilot cited the cause of the accident as mis-reading a
GPS waypoint reading. He discovered his error shortly
thereafter but not in time to prevent the grounding.
Maximum penalty: $27,500. Recommended penalty: $5,000.
The Statute
46 U.S. Code §8904(a). Towing vessels
(a) A towing vessel that is at least 26 feet in length measured
from end to end over the deck (excluding sheer), shall be
operated by an individual licensed by the Secretary to operate
that type of vessel in the particular geographic area, under
prescribed regulations.
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LOVE IT OR HATE IT, HERE IS THE
STRAIGHT POOP ON TWIC
[Source and Background: International Organization of
Masters, Mates, and Pilots. MMP has waded through 469
pages of preliminary draft material plus 109 pages of the
Federal Register to pick out the following important
information. Working merchant marine officers (i.e., union
members) attended all four public hearings throughout the
country, conferred with each other, drafted comments to the
docket and followed the process from the beginning. Other
unions did much the same thing – nobody did it for them.
However, if you read this article from our newsletter or
website, remember that other mariners working together
pulled this information together and sorted it out for you!
This is their product, not ours – and we appreciate their
efforts in putting it together. If you plan to remain in the
industry, read this article carefully. It may not be chiseled in
stone, but it sure as hell is in hardening cement!]
Earlier this week, the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) issued a press statement announcing the issuance of the
final rule for the Transportation Worker Identification
Credential (TWIC) program. TWIC is designed to enhance
port security by checking the background of workers before
they are granted unescorted access to secure areas of vessels
and maritime facilities. The rule was posted publicly on
TSA's Web site on January 1st, and was published in the
Federal Register on January 25, 2007 on pages 3492-3601
accessible on the Government Printing Office website.
The rule lays out the enrollment process, disqualifying
crimes, usage procedures, fees and other requirements for
workers, port owners, and operators. These guidelines allow
the industry, government and public to prepare for the
implementation of this security program.
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the
Coast Guard held four public meetings around the nation and
received more than 1,900 comments regarding the initial draft
of this federal rule. Thoughtful comments were filed by
GCMA, all maritime unions and trade associations, as well as
workers, port facility owners and operators, small businesses
and others who would be affected by the new program.
The DHS reports that all comments were carefully
considered in the development of the final rule. The rule is
expected to impact more than 750,000 port employees,
longshoreman, mariners, truckers and others who require
unescorted access to secure areas of ports and vessels.
Specific measures include:
— Security threat assessment: TWIC applicants will
undergo a comprehensive background check that looks at
criminal history records, terrorist watch lists, immigration
status, and outstanding wants and warrants. If no adverse
information is disclosed, TSA typically completes a
security threat assessment in less than 10 days.
— Technology: The credential will be a Smart Card
containing the applicant's photograph and name, an
expiration date, and a serial number. In addition, an
integrated circuit chip will store the holder's fingerprint
template, a PIN chosen by the individual, and a card
holder unique identifier.
— Eligibility: Individuals lacking lawful presence and
certain immigration status in the United States, connected
to terrorist activity, or convicted of certain crimes will be

ineligible for a TWIC.
— Use: During the initial rollout of TWIC workers will
present their cards to authorized personnel, who will
compare the holder to his or her photo, inspect security
features on the TWIC and evaluate the card for signs of
tampering. The Coast Guard will verify TWIC cards when
conducting vessel and facility inspections and through spot
checks using hand-held readers to ensure credentials are
valid. Until card reader technology is tested and a
regulation issued on access control, facility owners and
operators will not be required to utilize TWIC readers for
facility access.
— Cost: The fee for TWIC will be between $139 and $159,
and the TWIC cards will be valid for 5 years. Workers
with current, comparable background checks including a
HAZMAT endorsement to a commercial driver's license,
merchant mariner document or Free and Secure Trade
(FAST) credential will pay a (slightly) discounted fee,
between $107 and $127. The exact amount of the fee will
be established and published once an enrollment support
contract is finalized in early 2007. A subsequent Federal
Register Notice will be issued at that time. We will follow
the Federal Register and pass along that notice!
— Biometric data: Applicants will provide a complete set
of fingerprints and sit for a digital photograph. Fingerprint
checks will be used as part of the security threat
assessment. Fingerprint templates extracted from the
biometric data will be stored on the credential.
— Privacy and information security.
The entire
enrollment record (including all fingerprints collected) will
be stored in the TSA system, which is protected through
role-based entry, encryption and segmentation to prevent
unauthorized use. Employees of a vendor under contract
to TSA known as "Trusted Agents" will undergo a TSA
security threat assessment prior to collecting biometric and
biographic data of TWIC enrollees. All enrollee personal
data is deleted from the enrollment center work stations
once the applicant completes the process.
TWIC enrollment will begin in March 2007, initially at a
small number of ports. The implementation will comply with
the schedule established in the SAFE Port Act. Additional
TWIC deployments will increase and continue throughout the
year at ports nationwide on a phased basis. Workers will be
notified of when and where to apply prior to the start of the
enrollment period in a given area. After issuance of TWIC
cards to a port's workers has been accomplished, DHS will
establish and publish a deadline by which all port workers at
that port will thereafter be required to possess a TWIC for
unescorted access.
While developing the regulation for TWIC in the summer
and fall of 2006, TSA completed name-based security threat
assessments on port employees and longshoremen. These
assessments were run against terrorist watch lists and
immigration data sets were an interim measure and did not
include the criminal history records check that will be a part
of TWIC.
The final rule is on TSA's Web site at
www.tsa.gov/twic and more info on port security is available
at the USCG's Homeport site,
http://homeport.uscg.mil,
accessed by clicking on the Maritime Security link.
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appropriate documents in order to verify their identity.
Some of these include a U.S. passport, drivers' license, or
U.S. Certificate of Naturalization. The complete listing of
required documents will be available on the TWIC website
at www.tsa.gov/twic.
— Enrollment process: Applicants are encouraged, but not
required, to "pre-enroll" at the TWIC Web site. The
convenience of pre-enrollment reduces waiting time at the
enrollment centers. Although applicants may schedule an
appointment to complete enrollment at an enrollment
center, appointments are not required. At the enrollment
center, pre-enrolled applicants must provide documents to
verify their identity, confirm the accuracy of preenrollment information, provide biometric information (a
full set of fingerprints and a facial photograph), and sign
the enrollment documents. Applicants who did not preenroll will also need to provide biographic information.
All applicants will receive a privacy notice and consent
form, by which they agree to provide personal information
for the security threat assessment and credential. The
enrollment process for a pre-enrolled applicant is expected
to take approximately 10 minutes. The enrollment process
for an individual who chose not to pre-enroll is expected to
take approximately 15 minutes.
— Security threat assessment: The assessment includes a
criminal history records, a check against terrorist watch
lists and an immigration status. If no adverse information
is disclosed, TSA typically completes a security threat
assessment in less than 10 days. However, processing
time increases for an applicant with a criminal history or
other disqualifying information, and is further lengthened
COMMENTS FROM OUR READERS
From “Mariner #9” on GCMA Report
#R-428-D
“As I look at our general situation and
the amount of work you have put into it, I
have become absolutely stunned by your
level of perseverance. Your efforts define
“above and beyond the call of duty.” BZ
and Thank You.
“The sad reality is (that) those (who) can
change this respond only to votes and/or
money to buy votes. Nobody gives a damn about a few dead
mariners and the sometimes hellish working conditions in a
profession nobody ever sees. That doesn’t mean we give up, but
right now, no-one seems to be helping. Know anybody at the
Discovery Channel? They did a good job with crab fishermen?
TOWING VESSEL LICENSING
[Introduction: We came across a news item in the GCMA files
dated February 2000. We asked and received permission from
the author Charles Havnen, CDR, USCG (Ret.) to reprint the
article six years later. We requested the same crystal ball to
predict the future six years from now, but when we asked it to do
so, it simply disintegrated. Could that be the future in the marine
industry? Emphasis by underlining is ours.]

if the applicant initiates an appeal or waiver.
— New Direct Hires: TSA and the Coast Guard have added
a provision in the TWIC Final Rule to allow owners and
operators to give new directly hired employees limited
access to secure areas while their applications for a TWIC
and security threat assessments are being processed. The
newly hired employees must have completed a namebased terrorism check and the owners and operators must
comply with additional requirements. By using the
provision, the new employees may begin working without
undue delay.
— TWIC issuance: The applicant will be notified by e-mail or
phone, as indicated on their application, when his/her
credential is available at the enrollment center. The applicant
must return to the same enrollment center to pick up his/her
TWIC. The TWIC will expire five years from the issue date.
— TWIC help desk: When the enrollment contract is awarded,
a toll-free TWIC help desk will provide service for merchant
mariners, transportation workers, facility and vessel owners
and operators, and others who require assistance related to the
TWIC program. Assistance includes help for pre-enrollment;
enrollment; and, lost, stolen, or damaged card reporting and
credential replacement.
— Rollout Schedule: The TWIC rollout plan will be posted
to the TWIC web site at www.tsa.gov/twic.
The
deployment schedule will comply with the requirements in
the SAFE Port Act in order of port priority as published in
DHS' Infrastructure Protection Program. Enrollment and
compliance dates will be phased in by Captain of the Port
(COTP) zone. Enrollment for the existing workforce
should be completed within 18 months.
From L.J.B., Master, Oceans, AGT
[In reference to Newsletter #45, p.28, Mariner Pay Shorted.]
If you are enrolled and paid by direct deposit and the pay
is late, you are authorized late pay funds – but only if you
report and contest it every time the deposit is late. The courts
will look to this when you request damages for late pay.
If you protested and kept a record of every late deposit,
you will more than likely receive compensation. If you did
not, the courts will rule against compensation, (if) you have
accepted this in the past.
When I was originally with offshore supply boat
companies in the early 1990s, one or two days wages were
sporadically missing. I began to question other employees
and found it was normal to be shorted one or two days per pay
period sporadically throughout the year. Quite a few
employees never looked at pay stubs or questioned the fact.
How many dollars did these companies pocket with what
appeared to be systematic shortchanging?
This past November 19, 1999 the U.S. Coast Guard
published Interim Rules for the licensing of personnel
operating towing vessels. These rules do not go into effect
until November 20, 2000. The rules impact dramatically upon
all licensed personnel and impose significant changes upon
both individuals and operating companies in the towing
industry. These rules place a very heavy burden upon the
licensed public without providing any mechanism to educate
them. It is going to be very difficult for the average mariner
to understand what has to be done and when to do it.
After November 20, 2000(1) the master, mate or pilot of
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every towing vessel must have an endorsement on his or her
license authorizing service on towing vessels. Even an
"Unlimited master" cannot operate a towing without an
endorsement for which he must either attend a special school
or serve onboard a towing vessel for a period of time. In other
words the "unlimited masters" license has just been "limited."
[(1)The regulation eventually was phased in over 5 years and
came into full effect after May 21, 2006.]1
Each mariner with a towboat license or other license with
a towing vessel endorsement must carry with him a Towing
Officer Assessment Record (TOAR) that must be executed in
accordance with standards and requirements not yet
established by the USCG. We have been told in the Federal
Register that the required methods of filling out the TOARs
needed to complete the renewal process will be published by
November 20, 2000, but the question is will the mariners who
have to use these as yet unknown standards be sufficiently
educated in these new standards to reasonably use them? The
USCG has not been known for their ability to educate
individual mariners in USCG administrative processes. I take
that to mean that mariners may not learn how to fill out the
TOAR until they appear at the Regional Examination Center
(REC), and have their application for renewal denied. One
must recall that the REC may be hundreds of miles from their
employee's work place or their home.
Any mariner
particularly those with limited licenses, knows how difficult it
can be to get reasonable service from any REC.
The USCG worked for over twenty years to integrate
towboat licenses into the main stream and develop career
paths that would allow personnel to move from one trade to
another. All of that is now out the window and a great wall
has been erected between towing and other licenses.
It could be argued that the new training methodology leads
to less qualified mariners rather than better, but the Standards
of Training Certificating and Watchstanding, (STCW) the
U.S. Navy as well as the U.S. Coast Guard use this system.
Therefore it will be imposed upon towing vessel operations.
It in fact, is not better, it is simply different. The idea that
operating personnel must use a checklist to operate equipment
is professionally repugnant.
New towing vessel licenses will be hard to come by. The
new standards require documentary evidence of training and
experience on a wide range of topics. Any mariner without a
long-term relationship with an employer has little chance to
obtain an original license from the USCG. While one can
sympathize and empathize with the mariners’ dilemma,
employers and unions will no doubt establish strong systems to
support permanent employees.
Mariners who change
employers (for whatever reason) will find it very difficult (read
not possible) to get all the things done for an original license,
COAST GUARD DEFENDS NEW NATIONAL
SECURITY CUTTER BEFORE CONGRESS
[Source: Department of Homeland Security, Office of the
Inspector General, Report OIG-07-23, Jan. 2007, et. al.]
According to reports, lawmakers expressed outrage over
reports of design flaws in the Coast Guard's new flagship
patrol cutter and urged Commandant Adm. Thad Allen to
strengthen oversight of the much criticized $24,000,000,000

The issues that will no doubt lead us to disastrous
shortfalls in available licensed personnel over the next few
years. Any license expiring after November 20, 2000(1) will
necessarily have to comply with the new renewal criteria.
[(1)Actually, there were a number of “drop-dead” dates that
have come and gone leaving many mariners out in the cold.]
It seems to me that we are seeing the unraveling of the
U.S. maritime licensing system. There is no question that the
USCG has the authority to do what they have done. They are
reacting at least in part to criticism from the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) that the USCG
previously had not done enough to upgrade the towing vessel
licensing system. The USCG claims to have no duty or even
responsibility to fully understand the individual elements of
the maritime industry: towing/selfpropelled, inland/deep-sea,
wet/dry cargo, etc.
They have apparently made a
determination that the general population must be protected
from people driving vessels, and that this is the way to do it.
The USCG has tasked itself to develop expertise in the
STCW. They have not tasked themselves to develop professional
knowledge about how the various individual elements of the
maritime work, how individual people learn their jobs and what
overlap exists between various parts of the trade.
It seems to many that the USCG has changed the licensing
system so that it will no longer work. It would seem that not all
personnel needed to man vessels could successfully renew their
licenses and retain or obtain towing vessel licenses or
endorsements. In other words, in a very few years, towing
companies will not be able to hire towboat operators in sufficient
numbers. Increasing pay alone will not be sufficient to restore the
numbers to needed levels; at least not in the short term.
Individual companies and associations of companies will
petition the Secretary of Transportation for redress. Under
U.S. law, US flag mobile offshore drilling vessels and
offshore supply vessels need only have a licensed U.S. citizen
master onboard in foreign waters (46 U.S. Code § 8103). The
remainder of the crew may be made up of qualified foreign
nationals (not holding U.S. licenses). The same law also
provides that the Secretary of the Department of
Transportation may extend the waiver (for other than the
master) 'to any other vessel (excluding a passenger vessel) on
foreign and domestic voyages after an investigation indicates
that qualified seamen who are citizens of the United States are
not available. How does a 60,000 deadweight ton coal tow
heading down the mighty Mississippi with a full foreign crew
(except the master) sound to you? Does that fill you with
confidence? Not me!
[GCMA Comment: And it has come to pass as chronicled
in GCMA Report #R-428-D.]
“Deepwater” shipbuilding program.
Reacting to the latest critical government review, the
House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation raised concerns that hundreds of millions of
dollars of taxpayer money was wasted and the Coast Guard
had control of the multi-billion dollar “Deepwater” program
flagship to private contractors unwilling to accept
accountability for their mistakes.
The inspector general for the Department of Homeland
Security said in a report issued on January 23, 2007 that the
418-foot National Security Cutter BERTHOLF, part of a new
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fleet of rescue and patrols boats, has design flaws that would
increase maintenance costs and shorten its promised 30-year
service life. The cutter was built by Northrop Grumman Ship
Systems at its Pascagoula yard and is scheduled for delivery
this August. The report also said that the Coast Guard failed
to exercise technical oversight of design and construction,
ceding control to contractors Lockheed Martin and Northrop
Grumman, which were allowed to self-certify their work.
[GCMA Comment: We watch similar designs by the
American Waterways Operators that would just love to
continue to self-certify its tugs and towboats. Our
mariners want this fiasco to serve as a wake-up call to
Congress about the wisdom of entrusting the fox to guard
the henhouse.]
The USCG 110-foot Patrol Boats in Trouble Too!
As mentioned in GCMA Newsletter #45 (“Bitts & Pieces)
the biggest black eye came when the Coast Guard sought to
extend by 13 feet the workhorse of its fleet: the 110-foot patrol
boat. The first boat retrofitted by Bollinger Shipyards in
Louisiana developed cracks in the hull. Ultimately, all eight
were pulled from service last year, leaving a serious gap in the
fleet. At the same time, plans for a new patrol boat using
"composite materials" also experienced problems in early tests.
The committee put the cost of the missteps at $96 million.
Scathing Criticism
Space does not permit us to attempt to summarize this indepth report that fills 133 pages. We will, however, post the
full Inspector General’s report on our website.
We can say with confidence that this audit report is
prepared so well that it leaves little doubt as to its authenticity
and accuracy. The Coast Guard’s own technical experts first
identified and presented their concerns about the new 418-foot
National Security Cutters’ structural design to senior
Deepwater Program management as early as December 2002,
but this did not dissuade the Coast Guard program managers
from authorizing production in June 2004 and even awarding
a contract extension in May last year.

HELP SAVE OUR DITCH
By Captain David Whitehurst
[Source: Published in the Waterways Journal, Jan. 15, 2007]
This is meant to give my view as to the operation of inland
towing vessels on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. I have
been operating vessels on this waterway for
some 40
years.
Every vessel has its own range of peak
performance; some vessels have one speed,
while other vessels have multiple.
The Gulf Intracoastal Canal is a shallow
and narrow waterway; if a vessel has 1,500 hp.
and it is pushing a loaded tow 600 feet long by
54 feet wide at 9.6-foot draft, then that tow will only run at about
5 to 6 mph. efficiently. The pilot should learn his vessel's peak
fuel performance range, and the main engines should be set at an
rpm where the fuel burn per-mile is at its peak.
If too much horsepower is applied, then the towing vessel

The report states (p.5) that “…the NSC’s structural design
will result in fatigue strengths insufficient to meet the cutter’s
required capability of being underway for 230 days per year,
or 6,900 deployment days over the cutter’s 30-year service
life…Coast Guard technical experts believe these design
deficiencies, if left uncorrected, could result in fatigue cracks
that will significantly reduce the cutter’s maintenance costs
and reduce its service life, thereby undermining the Coast
Guard’s ability to perform its deepwater mission.”
Prominent throughout this report is mention of the Coast
Guard’s obstruction of the Inspector General’s audit. At one
point, the auditors even had to suspend work for weeks until the
Coast Guard reluctantly complied with DHS audit protocols.
Clearly, the Department of Homeland Security does not want to
clear away the debris on another FEMA-like meltdown.
“The cutter’s design and performance deficiencies are
fundamentally the result of the Coast Guard’s failure to
exercise its technical and management oversight authority
over the design and construction of assets acquired under
Deepwater. As a result, the Coast Guard lost an opportunity
to resolve these issues in a timely and cost-effective manner.”
(p. 21).
The Inspector General states in part: “These conclusions
are not ours; our report simply documents what the Coast
Guard’s own technical experts, independent contractors, and
the U.S. Navy have been trying to tell them in e-mails,
memoranda, briefings, and inter-office correspondence dating
back to December 2002.” GCMA can bear witness that Coast
Guard brass doesn’t pay any attention to “the little guy.”
These few excerpts do not tell the whole story. This is the
largest and most expensive building program ever undertaken
in Coast Guard History. It appears that “the little guys” gave
program management adequate warning. The “little guys”
were knowledgeable and proficient in their work and in their
warnings that went unheeded. It is clear that some heads “at
the top” echelons of the Coast Guard should roll. However, it
appears that the American taxpayer was taken for a ride for
hundreds of millions of dollars and must either take delivery
of one or two defective cutters and pay to re-fit them or live
with constant repairs and substandard performance.
will suck down and drag its rudders and wheels on the bottom
of the canal, thus slowing down the headway and burning an
excessive amount of fuel; this is costly for the towing
company. Not only does this waste fuel, it shortens the life of
the main engines and damages the rudders and wheels. It also
puts an added amount of pollutants in the air and adds to .the
erosion problem on the banks of the waterway.
If a vessel's main engines are operated efficiently, this will
add time between overhauls and reduce
repairs between overhauls.
In recent years, I have noticed that more
young pilots are not maximizing their vessels' performance. These young pilots want
to make miles and impress their employers.
First- and second-issue pilots seem to be the
worst as, by the time these young pilots
reach their third issue, they are starting to pick up some of the
tricks of the trade.
Of course, some never learn, as these pilots are convinced
that there is nothing more for them to learn. Little do they
know they are costing their employer money and also abusing
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the crew on their vessel. This overkill of horsepower causes
the vessel to vibrate, which causes noise and makes it hard for
the vessel's crew to get needed sleep.
As a tow moves through the water on the Intracoastal Canal it
pushes the water to both sides and under the lead barge, and it can
only push a set amount as determined by the narrow width and
shallow depth of the canal. In addition to the displacement of the
water by the lead barge, the wheels are pulling water to them and
that amount of water is also determined by the narrow width and
shallow depth of the canal.
This is best shown when two tows are meeting or
overtaking one another. For example, when two vessels arc
meeting, if one of the towing vessel’s main engines are being
operated at high rpm, it will pull the water out from under the
other vessel's tow, causing that tow to ground and possibly
causing the tow to break apart.
Example: When one vessel is overtaking another vessel, if
the vessel that is being overtaken does not reduce its main
engine rpm., then when the vessel that is overtaking gets to a
point where both tows' lead barges are pushing water running
close to one another, then both tows will nun along at the
same speed, thus opening up a window for a collision by the
tows sucking together; this will continue until the vessel that
is being overtaken reduces its main engine rpm or the over-

taking vessel pulls the water out from under the other vessel's
tow it goes aground and possibly breaks the tow apart.
There is more vessel traffic on the Gulf Intracoastal today
than ever in the history of the waterway. The towing vessels are
larger and more powerful, and the tows carry more tonnage with
deeper drafts and more barges in tow than in years past.
In my lifetime I have seen many improvements on this
waterway; most of the pontoon and narrow swing bridges
have been replaced with wide high-rise bridges. The Leland
Bowman Lock is a major improvement over the Old
Vermilion Lock.
But the erosion of the canal's banks is a major problem
that the users of the waterway face. The canal banks are
sliding in and causing the canal to fill in. Maintaining a
navigable water depth is expensive. Maintenance dredging is
very costly, not to mention the environmentalists overseeing
the placement of the dredged discharge.
This letter is meant to help the young vessel operators
understand the hydraulics of the water displacement and the
effects it has on tows that transit the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
as well as the maintenance cost and important issues that face all
of us that make our living on this waterway.
We all need to do all we can to protect this very important
infrastructure that is essential to our nation's economy.

NEW AND REVISED GCMA REPORTS

credentialing requirements have become significantly more
severe each year with no accompanying statutory changes
from Congress. The Coast Guard bypassing Congress in this
fashion constitutes malfeasance and borders on illegality.
It has become crystal clear that there are an inadequate
number of merchant mariners to man United States-flag
vessels – especially those in domestic service. The Coast
Guard continually places more and more restrictions and
obstructions on merchant mariners that prevent or seriously
deter advancement or even renewals of their credentials. The
overall impact upon the maritime industry is crippling.
Many of our nation’s lower-level merchant mariners are
angry and frustrated at the treatment they receive from the
Coast Guard. In a fifty-five page report delivered last week to
over one hundred ten U.S. Senators and Representatives, the
Gulf Coast Mariner’s Association urged Congress to press for
sweeping changes in the manner in which mariners are
certificated and trained. GCMA petitioned Congress to
remove supervision of administration, credentialing, and
training merchant mariners from the Coast Guard and
return those functions to civilian control within the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
“Our masters, mates, pilots, engineers, tankermen, and
cooks are civilian transport workers. We are fed up with
being abused and treated like second-class citizens by a
government agency supported by our tax dollars and user fees
far out of proportion to the quality of service provided,” stated
Captain Richard A. Block, Secretary of GCMA. “However,
we hesitate to paint with a broader brush and criticize the
entire service for the demonstrated incompetence of one
floundering ship of fools.”
Most lower-level mariners can point to a severe
deterioration of services the Coast Guard provides at its 17
Regional Examination Centers (REC). The full text of the
Association’s report #r-428-D detailing this deterioration and
its petition to Congress appear on the Association’s internet
website. (http://www.gulfcoastmariners.org)

GCMA Report #R-428-D
Report to the 110th Congress:
Substandard Coast Guard Merchant Marine
Personnel Services
After receiving complaints about the poor quality of
service rendered to over 50 “lower-level” mariners at the
nation’s 17 Regional Examination Centers and the failure of
the Coast Guard to control and coordinate these services,
GCMA requested that Congress remove the Coast Guard from
credentialing merchant mariners and return that function to the
U.S. Department of Transportation. This is the first time that
GCMA has found it necessary to request such drastic action.
Our request culminates a six-month study and is backed by
53 pages of material, some of which previously appeared in
past issues of the GCMA Newsletter. In fact, the report from
Captain Joe Dady that appears in this issue is based upon
licensing problems he followed in the New York area for the
past three years.
Copies of GCMA Report #R-428-D were sent to over 60
newspapers in principal ports including cities on the inland
rivers and Great Lakes in the following news release. GCMA
sent copies to Commandant Thad Allen, to every Coast Guard
District Commander, and to many Sector Commanders who
are in charge of local RECs as well as to the National
Maritime Center. We also sent copies to every maritime
union officer and petitions to every maritime union hall in the
country along with a petition that we ask all merchant
mariners and their friends and family to sign. The petition
appears on our website and can be accessed electronically.
News Release: Mariners Petition Congress
The Coast Guard merchant mariner licensing and
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The public needs to know that many of our mariners
routinely risk their lives and health by working stressful 84hour work-weeks in hazardous occupations aboard tugs,
towboats and barges. For example, 1,353 towing vessels in a
national fleet of 5,200 vessels sank, flooded, and capsized and
another 494 burned in a 12-year period before Congress
finally ordered the Coast Guard to inspect them in 2004. With
few exceptions, the Coast Guard requires no safety or
vocational training for lower-level mariners assigned to work
in engine rooms and other machinery spaces. In this
important sector of the maritime industry, the annual fatality
rate is far above the national average. Management pressures
on mariners ensure that labor law protections enjoy a
permanent vacation. Any semblance of occupational safety
and health regulatory enforcement for our mariners vanishes
as their vessel moves away from the dock. There is no
regulatory requirement for mounting a single safety appliance
to retrieve an unfortunate mariner who falls overboard from
over 17,000 dry cargo barges. There is little government
safety oversight because mariners work in an industry that
prefers to operate quietly, out of sight, out of the public
spotlight, generating as few headlines as possible.
While well trained and unionized “upper-level” merchant
mariners move large ships in foreign commerce and support our
armed forces overseas. Yet few recognize the important role
played by our “lower-level” mariners’ in the domestic economy
or consider what our country would do if more and more of them
decide to work in other occupations as is now happening at an
accelerating pace.
Lower level mariners(1) [(1)Editorial
contribution by Captains David C. Whitehurst & Larry P. Gwin]
— Move petroleum products by barge including gasoline,
diesel fuel, jet fuel, home heating oil, LPG, and related
chemicals by inspected tank barges.
— Haul raw and refined chemicals to and from chemical
plants by barge.
— Provide a viable solution for easing highway gridlock by
moving increasing amounts of containerized cargo to and
from our major deepwater ports by “short sea shipping.”
— Haul coal by barge to feed the nation’s coal-fired
electricity generating plants as well as to export sites.
— Move bulk raw materials iron ore, limestone, coal, and
scrap iron by barge to steel mills and deliver finished
products like steel pipe, steel plate, and fabricated
structural parts.
— Transport rock salt for highways, fertilizer for crops and
move thousands of barge loads of farm products to market
and for export.
— Transfer barges of raw wood products from logs to wood
chips for processing into wood products like plywood and
paper.
— Move barges of heavy military combat, transport, and
construction equipment to support military maneuvers and
overseas commitments to save wear and tear on the
equipment and highways.
— Haul potable water for ships, communities, and “drillwater,” mud, chemicals and supplies for oilfield facilities.
— Haul oversize machinery and large fabricated industrial
items such as the space shuttle by barge where the
highway system will not accommodate these large objects.
— Maneuver and control barges used in all phases of marine
construction and maintenance to construct bridges,
pipelines, and the general infrastructure of many cities
including moving bulk construction products like rock,

sand, gravel, cement, and asphalt to support construction.
— Evacuated thousands of people following the 9/11 attack
on New York besides regularly moving millions of
passengers annually by water on over 6,000 inspected
“small passenger vessels” and 20,000”charter” boats.
— Use their skill, ingenuity, and experience to restore onshore and offshore infrastructure after natural disasters like
hurricanes.
— Serve on all types of “industrial vessels” including
research vessels, crane barges, construction barges,
dredges and dredge tenders.
— Operate over 1,500 offshore supply vessels, utility boats,
crew boats, tugboats, and seismic vessels that service and
support the domestic offshore oil industry.
While many of the bulk products hauled by barge on our
nation’s waterways also can be transported over land by truck
and railroad, our rail and highway system cannot accommodate
the huge quantities moved economically, efficiently, by barge
without upsetting the economy and degrading the environment.
The GCMA report cites over thirty years of Coast Guard
micromanagement, over-regulation, and plain incompetence that
left the marine industry with a severe shortage of trained,
experienced, and licensed personnel. The Association reminded
Congress that merchant mariners are civilian workers that resent
being rousted as if they were teen-age Coast Guard recruits at
boot camp. The report reveals an overly complex licensing
system, Byzantine and often incomprehensible regulations, and a
petty bureaucracy that was allowed to run amuck for many years.
The petition being circulated over the internet is titled “American
Merchant Mariner’s Declaration of Independence.”
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association based in Houma,
Louisiana, is a national voice for officers and crewmembers who
serve on tugs, towboats, offshore support vessels, and small
passenger vessels.
For further information contact these GCMA Board
Members:
Captain Richard A. Block: Secretary (985)-851-2134 (Phone);
Fax (985) 879-3911
Captain Joseph Dady: (727) 534-4081
Captain Larry P. Gwin: (618) 201-3444
Captain J. David Miller: Webmaster (563) 514-1711 (phone & fax)
Chief Engineer Glenn L. Pigott: (337) 501-3946 (Cell)
Captain David C. Whitehurst: (985) 518-3874
GCMA Report #R-438
Criminalization of Mariners:
The Case of Captain Wolfgang Schroder
Father Sinclair Oubre, JCL, a Catholic Priest of the Diocese
of Beaumont, Texas, and President of the Catholic maritime
ministry organization the Apostleship of the Sea of the United
States of America – and a GCMA member and former Director
of the GCMA Education Fund – wrote an impressive letter to
Federal Judge Callie Grenade in support of Captain Schroeder.
Captain Schroeder was incarcerated following a tragic
accident in the port of Mobile that left a dock worker dead. The
U.S. Department of Justice sought and obtained a criminal
conviction for what was an industrial accident.
Father Oubre in his letter expressed sentiments that GCMA
fully supports. They also reflect concerns expressed by the
international maritime community to which Father Oubre through
his own experience at sea and his work with AOSUSA is well
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attuned. We are proud to have Father Oubre as a member of
GCMA, appreciate his service to mariners along the Gulf Coast,
his service with the “Ed Fund” in administering DOL grant
money to train over 1,500 mariners for STCW between 2000 and
2003, for his service as a Member of MERPAC, and for standing
up to help Captain Schroeder. Read about it in GCMA Report
#R-438.GCMA Report #R-429
How Coast Guard Investigations
Adversely Affect Lower-Level Mariners
At the request of two Congressional committees, the
Department of Homeland Security, Office of the Inspector
General is studying the Coast Guard’s marine casualty
investigation program to determine the extent to which marine
casualty investigations and reports result in information and
recommendations that prevent similar casualties, minimize the
effect of similar casualties, and maximize lives saved in
similar casualties. The committees offered eight guidelines to
direct the study.
On February 7th GCMA was visited by two auditors from
the Inspector General’s office and provided them with further
detailed information on a number of accidents reported in our
newsletters. We also direct our readers to a series of GCMA
Reports #R-429-A through F we collected and grouped
together. We also updated, reworked, renumbered, and
renamed GCMA Report #R-291, Rev. 1 as GCMA Report R429-G as a Report to Congress stressing the importance of
standardizing logbooks entries. By collecting these reports in
a “Series” we hope to focus upon the role of “investigations”
and make it serve to protect our mariners safety, health, and
welfare rather than serve as a tool used to harass and alienate
them and drive more of us from the industry.
GCMA Report #R-429-G
Report to Congress:
Sharpening Accident Investigation Tools For
Lower-Level Mariners
Standardizing logbook entries was one of the first
priorities of GCMA after its founding in 1989 and one of the
first formal requests our representatives made in Washington
in 2000. This report hopes to focus on sharpening some very
dull investigative tools that have fallen into disuse and are
often neglected by Coast Guard investigators.
Logbook entries may be the only way that a licensed mariner
can record the background of events that eventually lead to an
accident or personal injury on his vessel. In his “Rough Log” a
Master may report things like parts ordered but never received,
mechanical work ordered to make important repairs, unsafe
conditions he attempted to correct, telephone calls or
conversations with company officials – things he may want to use
to protect his interests in case a predictable disaster occurs. These
may be things he would not ordinarily list in a “Smooth Log”
sent to the customer and might lead him to be fired. After all,
most mariners are “employees at will” and can be terminated for
any reason, at any time without notice. Furthermore, the practice
of “blacklisting” is alive and well and can end a mariner’s career
as well as his job! The “Rough Log” is much less confrontational
and remains on the boat. Yet, it is an official document that may
be consulted. However, without reasonable and enforceable

standards, it is also useless for most purposes
Unfortunately, we learned that the Coast Guard from “top
to bottom” couldn’t possibly care less about logbooks. Most
Coast Guard investigators have a hard time reading the trash
that these “Rough Logs” contain. So do we!
Coast Guard “accident and injury reports” depend upon
submission of a standard form CG-2692. Usually, “the
company” insists on submitting this form, required within 5
days, to the local Coast Guard Marine Safety Unit.
The company officer or employee who completes and
submits this form may never visit the scene of the casualty
and have no first-hand knowledge of the casualty.
Completing the accident form often concludes the company’s
paperwork burden. Accepting the form often completes much
of the Coast Guard’s investigator’s burden other than “data
collection,” the lowest level of investigatory activity. Data
collection often means nothing more than making a few
perfunctory telephone calls and accepting the information
proffered.(1) Some of the data even may be unnecessary – for
example, if one barge in a 30-barge tow is damaged and 29 are
undamaged, the detailed information of the 29 undamaged barges
other than whether they were loaded or unloaded or carried
hazardous chemicals contributes little to the inquiry except added
paper. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report # R-429-C, (Series) July
17, 2005. Coast Guard Marine Casualty Investigations that
describes the different levels of Coast Guard Investigations.]
Some managers are willing to risk a maximum penalty of
only $1,000 for violating 46 CFR §§4.05-1 and 5 for “Failure to
give proper notice as soon as possible of a marine casualty”
(i.e., “immediate” notice by phone or radio). Incidentally, a
Master is also subject to this penalty. The maximum penalty
for violating 46 CFR §4.05-10(a) of “Failure of a marine
employer to report a marine casualty in writing to the OCMI” is
also $1,000 – with $500 being the “recommended low penalty”
for each offense according to COMDTINST 16200.3A
For most employers, such “failures” simply reflect the cost
of doing business, hardly worth calling in an outside lawyer to
defend, and can be passed along to their customers. They have
no licenses to lose and often have corporate lawyers on retainer
to defend them if necessary. On the other hand, for a licensed
officer, the threat of a $1,000 penalty is much more than the
cost of doing business especially when you consider the
“unpleasantness” you may endure during the process of being
investigated and the possibility of making a “settlement” with
the threat of being dragged before an Administrative Law Judge
to face punishment for not reporting an accident. Black marks
like “failing to report an accident” can go on your record and be
recalled years later to obstruct your license renewal or cause a
“denial” if you ever decide to apply for a position of “special
trust” such as serving as a Designated Examiner. Not reporting
an accident can be a very serious consideration for a mariner –
much more so than for his employer. Hiring an attorney to
defend you before an administrative law judge can start at
$5,000 if the case is routine. That’s why GCMA urges mariners
to share risks like this by buying license insurance. (1)
[(1)Refer to GCMA Report # R-342. Rev. 5, Nov. 9, 2006.
License Defense Insurance; Income Protection Insurance and
Civil Legal Defense.]
GCMA has come across a number of incidents where it
became apparent that an accident was never reported
“immediately” by phone or radio or “ever” on paper. Our attempts
to follow up these accidents reported to us by eyewitnesses
generally goes nowhere in an unconcerned bureaucracy.
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The most egregious example GCMA came across was the
failure of one employer to report 44 personal injuries that
were so serious that the employees hired attorneys to file
suit.(1) It is clear that the Coast Guard “cut and ran” rather
than to oppose powerful corporate attorneys just to protect
mariners. They covered up and then excused repeated
offenses over a number of years. They made a mockery of
accident reporting in the marine industry. Their obstruction
extended to the United States’ Attorney’s Office that joined
the stampede to protect “Big Business” from injured mariners
and oilfield employees. This attitude continues today.
[(1)Refer to GCMA Report # R-292, Rev.1, July 16, 2006.
Enforcement of Existing Accident and Injury Reporting
Requirements, p.3, Ensco, + file GCM-56.]
In many cases, untrained or ill-trained investigators step in
and muddy the waters after an accident or investigation. The
information they uncover is tied up for months and sometimes
years before it can be released only after a FOIA request is
made directly to Washington. Local investigators no longer can
release any of this information thereby leaving a daunting task
for plaintiffs’ attorneys to pick through the debris to try to
protect the interests of our mariners. In addition, the material
unearthed by Coast Guard “investigators” cannot be used in
court. Read this statute added to the U.S. Code in 1996:
46 U.S. Code §6308:
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no part
of a report of a marine casualty investigation
conducted under section 6301 of this title,
including findings of fact, opinions,
recommendations, deliberations, or
conclusions, shall be admissible as
evidence or subject to discovery in any
civil or administrative proceedings, other
than an administrative proceeding initiated
by the United States. Any employee of the
Department of Transportation, and any member of the
Coast Guard, investigating a marine casualty pursuant to
section 6301 of this title, shall not be subject to deposition or
other discovery, or otherwise testify in such proceedings
relevant to a marine casualty investigation, without the
permission of the Secretary of Transportation. The Secretary
shall not withhold permission for such employee or member
to testify, either orally or upon written questions, on solely
factual matters at a time and place and in a manner acceptable
to the Secretary if the information is not available elsewhere
or is not obtainable by other means.
(b) Nothing in this section prohibits the United States from
calling the employee or member as an expert witness to testify
on its behalf. Further, nothing in this section prohibits the
employee or member from being called as a fact witness in
any case in which the United States is a party. If the
employee or member is called as an expert or fact witness, the
applicable Federal Rules of Civil Procedure govern discovery.
If the employee or member is called as a witness, the report of
a marine casualty investigation conducted under section 6301
of this title shall not be admissible, as provided in subsection
(a), and shall not be considered the report of an expert under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. © The information referred
to in subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall not be considered
an admission of liability by the United States or by any person
referred to in those conclusions and statements.
Congress is Watching

Congress asked the Department of Homeland Security to look
into “marine casualty investigations” on a nationwide basis and
report back this summer considering the following points:
— Does the Coast Guard have adequate resources?
— Are investigators trained and experienced?
— Examine their standards and methods (i.e., #R-429-C)
— Does the Coast Guard use the best investigative practices of
other federal agencies and foreign governments such as
NTSB, MAIB etc.?
— Is the casualty data base useful for marine casualty prevention
programs?
— Has this information been used to improve survivability and
habitability of vessels involved in marine casualties?
— The extent to which the Coast Guard reduced the frequency
of its major formal and informal investigations in favor of
“data collection.”
GCMA believes that Congress asked the right questions and
certainly deserves to receive the correct answers to these questions.
We represent the interests of “lower-level” mariners who are a
majority of all licensed and certificated mariners and are all of the
un-certificated mariners the Coast Guard has totally neglected over
the years. As such, we deserve to be heard, and believe we will be
heard. Yet, there are other segments of the marine industry
throughout the country that must be surveyed. We look forward to
the DHS Inspector General’s Report due this summer.
At the same time, we must recognize that those mariners who
have been most abused by “the system” are those who were
injured and killed in the line of duty. Their attorneys have been
left to pick up the pieces of shattered lives and families. If there
is a “pot of gold” at the end of the rainbow, both the attorney
and the client (and his family) have had to pass through
the storm to even see the rainbow. Under the
existing system, few mariners even glimpse
a sign of a rainbow. The fabled “pot of
gold” is seldom as good as it seems, and many
mariners paid the price of crippling, disabling
injuries, or even death before they or their loved
ones reached it. The “pot of gold” is never a worthy
goal – only a poor and shallow substitute for continuation of a
normal life. Prevention through safety, however, is always a
worthy goal not only for our Association but also for the entire
maritime industry.
GCMA Report #R-417, Revision 1
Report to the 110th Congress:
Request for Congressional Oversight on the
Towing Safety Advisory Committee
GCMA first petitioned Congress for help in re-structuring
TSAC in August 2003. We asked for greater representation by
working mariners and paid travel and per diem to allow the
experienced personnel approved by the Secretary of Homeland
Security to attend important meetings where decisions are made/
This report examines TSAC and its structure and its how
recent committee meetings were stacked by representatives of
AWO member companies to the disadvantages of smaller nonAWO companies and working mariners.
The Committee Charter is up for renewal this summer. We are
asking Congress to change the composition of the committee –
something that only they can do. You will see in this revised report
that we will send to Congress the nature of the changes we request
and the reasons for our request based upon hard experience.
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GCMA FOLLOWS “T-BOAT” THEFT
IN KEY WEST
(Part 1 of ? parts_)
[Source: Article by Dennis Reeves Cooper, Editor, KWTN and
verified by multiple conversations with Robert Krutko.]
Last October, Kevin McCarthy, of Amelia Island, Florida,
drove down to Key West to look at a 45-foot boat being
offered for sale by the Ocean Key House Resort. He looked at
the boat, talked to a broker and was ready to offer the asking
price of $110,000.
Then he learned that the hotel was planning to auction off the
boat. So he checked with hotel General Manager Steve Boswell
and the hotel’s attorney, Alan Eckstein.
“I wanted to make sure that the hotel really owned the boat,”
McCarthy told Key West the Newspaper (KWTN) this week.
“They told me that they had taken possession of the boat after the
owner had defaulted on his dockage payments.”
So McCarthy authorized his broker to bid on the boat – and
he got it for $71,000. And he got a purchase sales agreement
from Attorney Eckstein.
McCarthy motored the boat up to Islamorada and left it there
for 10 days for cleaning and servicing. Then he and his wife
returned to the Keys to take the boat up to Amelia
Island.
“We were nearing Miami when both engines
quit on us,” he said. “And while we were waiting
on a tow, I got a call on my cell phone from
Robert Krutko, who identified himself as the
former owner of the boat. He told me, ‘You
are on my stolen vessel.’
“He said that the Ocean Key House had
stolen the boat from him and had illegally
resold it,” McCarthy said.
“I didn’t know what to think, so while we were being
towed to Miami, I called Attorney Eckstein. He
reassured me that everything was okay. Then I checked
with a Miami maritime lawyer recommended by the
towboat driver. After listening to my story, he told me that I
had probably bought a stolen boat.”
McCarthy said he had already made arrangements for
extensive servicing in Ft. Lauderdale, so he had the boat
towed there and, back home, consulted with another maritime
lawyer in Jacksonville.
“He agreed with the Miami lawyer and, after some more
research, he wrote Eckstein a letter demanding that they return
my $71,000,” McCarthy said. “It took them a couple of weeks,
but they finally sent me the money.”
Last December, the Ocean Key House sued Krutko in federal
court, alleging that he owes the hotel more than $60,000 in
dockage fees. Krutko has counter sued, alleging grand theft.
Krutko said that, in June of 2005, he and his wife bought an
existing sunset cruise and snorkeling business based at the Ocean
Key House Resort marina. The deal included the boat.
“We were paying $3,000 per month for dockage on a monthto-month basis,” he said. “But we soon learned that we were
losing thousands of dollars because the concierges at the hotel
were referring business to our competitors. I complained to
General Manager Boswell and he promised to put a stop to it. But
nothing changed.”
Then, the hurricanes of September and October 2005 blew
through, and many of the docks and walkways at the hotel

were destroyed.
“The hotel had ordered all boats out of the marina before the
storms but, after Wilma, we were allowed to return because our
slip was intact,” Krutko said. “But we were not required to pay
rent for a couple of months because the marina was not
operational.”
But by December, when the walkways in the marina had been
repaired, he and his wife had decided to move the boat, put it up
for sale and move on.
“But Boswell begged us to stay, even offering six months free
rent because of the storms and the problems the concierges had
caused us,” Krutko said. “But the problem never got any better.”
So, a few days before the six-month free rent deal expired,
Krutko said that he had an employee move the boat out of the hotel
marina, up to his home on a canal on Cudjoe Key, 23 miles away.
“But it was decided that there wasn’t enough room to put the
boat at my dock, so he anchored it out in the bay,” Krutko said.
But, the next day, the boat was missing, and Krutko filed a
theft report with the Sheriff’s Office. Deputies reported that a
call had come in from a neighbor who said the boat was adrift
and that he had called the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC).
An FWC officer found the boat and a Sea Tow boat showed up
at the same time. Then a call came in from the Ocean Key House.
Hotel officials reportedly told the officer that the boat had broken
loose in the marina and that it should be returned to the hotel.
“Incredibly, the FWC officer released the boat to the
hotel, rather than having it towed to a secure location until
the owner could be found,” Krutko said. “It didn’t seem
to occur to the officer to question how the boat could
have ‘drifted’ from the Ocean Key House to a
location 23 miles up the Keys!”
A Sheriff’s deputy reportedly later found the
boat chained to the dock at the hotel marina.
Upon questioning, hotel employees reportedly
told the deputy that the hotel had a lien on the
boat, but they could not produce any
paperwork to support that claim.
“The Sheriff not only bought that bogus claim, a
deputy called me and told me it was now a civil matter,”
Krutko said.
Not long after that, the hotel sold the boat to Kevin McCarthy.
McCarthy said that, even though the hotel returned his
purchase price to him, he is still out thousands of dollars for other
expenses associated with buying and moving the boat. “I am
watching Robert’s lawsuit against the hotel,” he said. “When he
wins his suit, I’m next in line.”
Krutko calls the hotel’s lawsuit “outrageous”.
“They are even suing for dockage fees during the time, after
the storms, when the hotel didn’t have any docks.” he said.
He said he is also disappointed in State Attorney Mark
Kohl, who refused to accept his grand theft complaint against
the hotel. “Why can’t he see grand theft when it’s staring him
right in the face?”
While the lawyers wrangle, the boat remains in the custody of
federal marshals in a Ft. Lauderdale marina, continuing to run up
dockage bills.
[GCMA Comment: This story is both interesting and ongoing. The Coast Guard Documentation Office refused to
document the vessel without a clear title. However, Coast
Guard Investigators still refuse to investigate the theft and
damage to the boat by suspected Arson. The Coast Guard
apparently avoided explaining why they have jurisdiction
yet refuse to investigate.]
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UPDATED GCMA “BROWN-LIST”
GCMA fields a significant number of complaints on
employment issues from lower-level mariners in as fair a manner
as possible. When a mariner gets a “raw deal” we do what little
we can to get to the bottom of the problem. However, we are not
and never have been a labor union, and we have no formal
contractual relationship with any employers.
The vast majority of our “lower-level” mariners work as
“employees at will.” Unfortunately, this means that they do not
work under a labor contract negotiated through collective
bargaining that could control their conditions of employment and
provide the machinery to resolve their grievances. Without such
a contract, most of our mariners can be fired or demoted at any
time, for any reason whatsoever whether fair or not. There is
little recourse for most of our mariners unless such termination is
clearly illegal – and only then with the help of an attorney. In
addition, some employers “black list” former employees and
make it difficult if not impossible for them to obtain another job.
When one of our mariners is mistreated, we take the matter
very seriously. As a mariners’ Association, we keep track of
these incidents. When our mariners look for a new job, we
want them to obtain jobs with employers who respect them
and will treat them fairly. We assign companies whose names
appear in our records as having mistreated one or more of our
mariners to our “Brown List.”
Mariners must make their own decisions about their
employers. As a service to dues-paying members of GCMA
(only) we can inform you of some of the specific incidents that

led us to “Brown List” a company. Then you can decide whether
you want to learn the same lessons the hard way by working for
one of these “Brown Listed” companies. We can only tell our
mariners that those who fail to learn the lessons of History (as
recorded by other mariners) are destined to repeat them!
We note that American Commercial Barge Line recently
purchased McKinney Towing of Baton Rouge. ACBL is already
a “Brown Listed” company
Brown Listed Companies:
● Abdon Callais Offshore.
● American River Transportation Co. (ARTCO)
● American Commercial Barge Lines (ACBL)
· BJ Services, Inc.
· Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc.
● Coastal Towing, LLC & TLC Marine Svc.
● Delta Towing.
● ENSCO.
● Five Bs Towing Inc.
● Frazier Towing
● Global Industries Offshore
● Gulf Pride Marine Service, Inc.
● Guidry Brothers/Harvey Gulf Marine
● L&M Botruc Rentals
● Maryland Marine
● Stapp Towing
●Steel City Marine Transportation, Inc.
● Tidewater Marine
● Trico
● Western Kentucky Navigation Company (WKN)

Mailing this issue of the newsletter was made possible by the generous donations of
Captain and Mrs. Tom Mason
and
Captain & Mrs. Larry Gwin
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s
a sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing
done on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &

PHONE: (985) 537-122220% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION
P. O. BOX 3589
HOUMA, LA 70361-3589
PHONE: 985-879-3866
Email: info@gulfcoastmariners.org
Website: www.gulfcoastmariners.org

The Voice for Mariners
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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